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Abstract

This thesis investigates how to identify emotional sentences in an article using

data analysis technologies. Two types of methods are proposed to solve the

problem through classifying data and learning data association.

A straightforward method of identifying emotional sentences is to formu-

late it as a classification problem. It is an imbalanced pattern classification

problem because the number of neutral sentences is much more than the

number of emotional ones in an article. A classifier based on Linear Discrim-

inant Analysis (LDA) is proposed for the classification on imbalanced data

sets. Emotional words and special punctuations are taken as features for the

classifier. Experiments conducted on a children’s story corpus demonstrate

that the proposed method could generate competitive results with state-of-

the-art systems while consuming much less time. A Partial Least Squares

(PLS) based classifier which has been applied to other imbalanced pattern

classification problems like speaker state classification is employed to perform

the emotional sentence identification task. Both the Un-weighted Accuracies

(UA) are about 0.66 obtained by the LDA based and PLS based methods

on the UIUC children story corpus. The classifier fusion is also investigated

to further improve the system performance by combining different classi-

fiers and features. The experimental results demonstrated that the fusion

of the Extreme Learning Machine and the Asymmetric Simple Partial Least

Squares (SIMPLS) based classifier could generate better performance than

single classifiers.

Emotion identification in text is formulated as a ranking problem that

ix



Abstract

calculates the score of emotion which is hidden in every sentence. The sen-

tences with higher emotion scores are predicted as emotional ones. With the

associations between words, bigrams and sentences, a mutual reinforcement

ranking algorithm is proposed to address the graph based ranking problem.

Experimental results obtained on the UIUC children story corpus showed

that the method was faster than Support Vector Machines (SVM), while

the system performance was a little worse than SVM. The algorithm is ap-

plied on the document summarization problem by employing the associations

between words, sentences, and sentence clusters. The experimental results

obtained on DUC-2001 and DUC-2005 data sets showed the effectiveness of

the proposed approach. The associations between objects should be updated

if new objects are appended to a data set. The incremental learning of data

association is discussed to make association based methods be able to adapt

to new data. Experiments of word similarity estimation and link prediction

in social network proved the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Emotion identification in text studies the emotion contained in a sentence

or in an article. In the research filed of emotion recognition, six categories

of emotion are often used to label the sentences: anger, disgust, fear, joy,

sadness, and surprise [1, 2, 3].

In this work, we focus on the first step of identifying emotion in text: to

detect emotional sentences in an article. Much research has been conducted

in related fields. Classifying a sentence into a neutral or emotional class is

a straightforward solution to this problem. It is an imbalanced pattern clas-

sification problem as the number of neutral sentences in an article is much

larger than the number of emotional ones. Traditional algorithms may be

affected by the imbalanced data set. Many technologies like over-sampling

have been proposed to address the imbalanced pattern classification prob-

lem [4]. It will take more time to over-sample the data, which makes the

whole learning process slow. In this work, some efficient classifiers are in-

troduced to address the imbalanced pattern classification problem. Another

way of solving the emotional sentence identification problem is to calculate

the degree of emotion hidden in every sentence. The sentences with higher

emotion scores are selected as the emotional ones. In this case, the classifi-

cation problem becomes a ranking problem. To the best of our knowledge,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

no study has been reported for ranking the emotional scores of sentences

although much work has been done to solve the other ranking problems. In

this thesis, a mutual reinforcement learning algorithm that utilizes the as-

sociations between terms, bigrams and sentences is presented to rank the

sentences. The method is also applied on document summarization tasks.

The data association such as bigram-term affinity should be updated with

the growth of the data set. We investigate the incremental learning of data

association to make the association based methods be able to adapt to new

data sets.

In this chapter, the background and motivation of this research is first in-

troduced. The related work is described to show the state-of-the-art research

of emotion identification in text, imbalanced pattern classification and data

association. The contribution of this thesis is summarized, and the thesis

structure is illustrated at last.

1.1 Background

The research of emotion identification in text has drawn considerable amount

of interest in the field recently. There are many important applications such

as analyzing customer feedback of products [5] and building intelligent dialog

agents [6]. In the Social Robotics Laboratory1 at National University of

Singapore (NUS), we have developed a social robot named Adam as shown

in Fig. 1.1 which is expected to be able to tell stories with emotional speech

and gestures. It is necessary to understand emotions in a story for Adam

to tell stories with emotional speech. In this work, we focus on the first

1http://robotics.nus.edu.sg/

2



1.2. Related work

Figure 1.1: The appearance of Adam.

step of identifying emotions in text: detecting the emotional sentences in an

article. To identify emotional sentences in a story, this work focuses on data

classification and data association technologies.

1.2 Related work

1.2.1 Emotion identification in text

The difficulty of identifying emotions in pure text is caused by the variety

and complexity of languages. Statistical methods are popular in the emotion

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

identification field, and many annotated corpora have been presented to meet

the requirements of these methods. The UIUC children’s stories corpus [1]

consists of 176 stories by Grimm’s, Andersen, and Potter. Every sentence in

the corpus was annotated with one of the seven emotions described above by

two annotators. An emotion annotation task was also reported in [7] that

the emotion category, emotion intensity and the words/phrases that indicate

emotion in text were annotated on a corpus of blog posts. There are some

other corpus like MPQA [8] and the news headline corpus reported in [9], but

it is difficult to find a gold standard corpus. The emotion annotated corpora

are not same as the general purpose corpora such as PennTreebank [10]

because the inter-annotator agreement on labeling a sentence as emotion or

non-emotion is lower.

There are many machine learning algorithms available in the field of emo-

tion identification in text. In [11], the authors reported the experiments on

a preliminary data set of 22 fairy tales using supervised machine learning

with the SNoW learning architecture for classification of emotional versus

non-emotional contents. Experiments were also conducted in [7] to classify

the emotional and non-emotional sentences by employing the SVM classi-

fier. The features employed in these two papers included emotional words,

Part-of-Speech (POS) of words, special punctuations, etc. Both of the work

only studied the two classes classification problem, while not addressed the

multiclass classification for all the emotions. In [2], the authors presented

a method of classifying all the emotions. To study the influence of word

features on classification accuracy, the authors only took emotional words as

the features. A mutual information feature extraction algorithm was pro-

posed to select strong emotional words. SVM was taken as the classifier

4



1.2. Related work

to determine the emotion of each sentence. The influence of word features

on emotion classification was studied, while the classification results were af-

fected severely by the imbalanced data set in which most of the sentences were

annotated as neutral sentences, which indicated that emotion recognition in

text was an imbalanced pattern classification problem. A hierarchical clas-

sification method for the multi-emotion classification problem was proposed

in [3]. The authors first classified sentences into emotional and non-emotional

classes, then they classified the emotional sentences into positive and nega-

tive sentences. Finally every sentence was classified into a specific emotion

class such as happiness, fear, etc. The experimental results demonstrated

that the method was able to alleviate the influence to system performance

caused by an imbalanced data set.

In the 4th International Workshop on Semantic Evaluations (SemEval-

2007), one of the tasks was to annotate news headlines using a predefined list

of emotions [12]. The system proposed in [13] employed synonym expansion

and matched lemmatized unigrams in the test headlines against a corpus

of hand annotated headlines. A rule based method was proposed in [14]

to detect the sentiment of news headlines. The authors first evaluated the

emotion and valence of individual words using rules and some knowledge

resources like WordNet-Affect. Then the word which was the root of the

dependency graph of a headline was selected as the head word, and the

weight of this word was set to be higher than other words.

Many theories in psychology provide ideas for computer scientists to de-

tect emotion in text. Based on the appraisal theories, the authors in [15] built

a knowledge base which stores affective reaction to real-life contexts. In the

knowledge base, a situation is presented as a chain of actions, and each action

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

is a triple: agent, action, and object. The emotion of a situation depends

on the relationship between actions taken place on the agents and objects.

This method can understand emotion hidden in the language although some

of the work has to be done manually like building the core of the knowledge

base and connecting the actions in a chain. In [16], the authors predict the

positive or negative senses of a sentence using semantic dependency and con-

textual valence analysis. After obtaining the dependencies in a sentence, a

set of rules were applied to calculated the emotional valence of each depen-

dency. The emotion of a sentence is a combination of the valence and sign

of the dependencies. The OCC model [17], which is a famous model in the

appraisal theories, is presumably the most accepted appraisal emotion model

by computer scientists because it provides a finite set of clear criterion for

identifying emotions. These criteria were applied in [18] to sense the affect in

text. The authors defined a set of variables and mapped text components to

specific values of the variables. The rules of the OCC model were employed

to predict the emotion of a sentence based on the value of the variables. The

OCC model has also been formalized in a logical framework [19] and applied

in generating emotions for embodied characters [6].

1.2.2 Imbalanced pattern classification

A straightforward method of identifying emotional sentences is to classify a

sentence into neutral or emotional class. It is an imbalanced pattern classi-

fication problem because there are much more neutral sentences than emo-

tional ones in an article. Imbalanced pattern classification has drawn con-

siderable attention in the field of Machine Learning in recent years. If the

6



1.2. Related work

number of samples belonging to one of the classes is much smaller than oth-

ers in an imbalanced data set, the performance of some learning algorithms

decreases significantly [4, 20], especially for the minority class. People are

more interested in the rare cases in many real world tasks like medical dis-

eases diagnosis [21] and text processing [3, 22].

Some algorithms have been proposed to address the imbalanced clas-

sification problem. A review of the state-of-the-art technologies was con-

ducted in [4] where three types of methods were introduced: sampling meth-

ods [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], cost sensitive methods [28, 29, 30, 31, 32], and kernel

based methods [33, 34, 35]. Sampling methods either add new samples to

the minority class (oversampling) or remove samples from the majority class

(undersampling) to balance the data set. Hence, the standard learning algo-

rithm can be applied to the modified data set. Such methods will change the

original distribution of the data set, and they do not improve the classifiers.

Nevertheless, the sampling technique is able to improve system performance

on most imbalanced data sets. In general, cost sensitive methods aim to

minimize the overall misclassifying cost on the training data set, where the

misclassifying cost is a penalty of classifying samples from one class to an-

other. There is no cost for correct classification, and the cost of misclassifying

minority samples is set to be higher than the majority ones in cost sensitive

methods. Many standard methods like AdaBoost [29], Neural Networks [30],

and SVM [31, 32] have been adapted for the imbalanced learning. The basic

idea of kernel methods is to map the features of samples from a linear nonsep-

arable space into a higher dimensional space where the linear separation can

be conducted. A kernel boundary alignment (KBA) algorithm was proposed

in [33] that the kernel matrix was generated by a conformal transformed ker-

7
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nel function according to the class-imbalance ratio. The SVM boundary was

enlarged by the kernel matrix, and the classification accuracy was improved.

Methods integrating kernel methods and sampling methods are also proved

to be efficient for imbalanced learning problems [34, 35].

Some methods for feature extraction and dimension reduction have been

adapted to address classification problems [36, 37, 38]. A partial least squares

(PLS) based classifier was proposed for unbalanced pattern classification

in [36]. The borderline of a PLS classifier was moved towards to the center of

minority class to increase the accuracy for majority class without decreasing

the minority class accuracy. The classifier was proved to be affected little

by the class distribution in classification, and it could generate good clas-

sification accuracy for the minority class. The method also consumed less

computation time than algorithms like SVM and Adaboost.

1.2.3 Data association

In this work, emotion identification in text is also formulated as a ranking

problem that calculates the score of emotion for each sentence. We assume

that every sentence contains some emotion, and the degree of the emotion

is determined by the bigrams and words in a sentence. If the emotion score

of a sentence is high enough, it is selected as an emotional sentence. Hence,

one need to rank the emotion scores of all sentences. A mutual-reinforcement

learning method is proposed to solve the ranking problem using the associa-

tions between sentences, bigrams, and terms.

Association is one of the fundamental intelligence of human beings that

plays an important role in perception, recognition and emotion building. In

8
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statistics, an association is any relationship between two measured quantities

that renders them statistically dependent [39]. Association between objects

has been applied to information retrieval for a long time. In [40, 41, 42],

word co-occurence was employed for document retrieval. Association rule

mining is a typical application of data association which aims to find the

associations between items from a set of transactions [43, 44, 45]. Recently,

the fast development of social networking service web like facebook provides

a new platform for researchers to study the relationships and activities of

users online. One of the important applications is to predict links for users

which connect people who may know each other [46, 47, 48].

Computing semantic similarities between words is a direct application

of distance measurement between objects. It has been widely used in word

sense disambiguation [49], document retrieval [50], and hyper link follow-

ing behavior prediction [51]. There are two main directions of computing

word similarities: thesaurus based methods and corpus based methods. The-

sauruses like WordNet [52] store relationship between words like synonymy

and hypernymy. Several methods have been proposed to calculate the word

similarity utilizing such relationships [53, 54]. Methods using large corpus

like web pages [55] and Wikipedia [56] provide another solution to this prob-

lem. In [56], the authors used machine learning techniques to represent the

meaning of any text as a weighted vector of Wikipedia-based concepts. Con-

ventional metrics like cosine similarity were used to assess the relatedness of

texts by comparing the corresponding vectors.

Association analysis in data mining is to find interesting relationships

hidden in a large data set [57]. The uncovered relationships are normally

represented in the form of association rules or sets of frequent items. Associ-
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ation rule mining aims to find associations among items from a set of trans-

actions that every transaction contains a set of items [45]. The most popular

application of association rule mining is to do affinity analysis on products

for a store. It has also been applied to evaluate page views associated in a

session for a web site. An association rule is of the format: LHS → RHS,

where LHS is the left hand side and RHS is the right hand side. They are

two item sets with no common items. The task of association rule mining

is to find such rules that appear frequently in a data set. Many algorithms

have been proposed like Apriori [58], Charm [44], FP-growth [43], Closet [59],

Magnum Opus [60], etc. Normally an association rule mining method gen-

erates frequent item sets first and then construct rules based on these item

sets [45]. Some efficient algorithms have been reported for the frequent item

sets generation [43, 61]. The second step is relatively straightforward. The

association rule mining problem describes a basic type of association between

objects: co-occurrence. The association rule mining can only find association

existing in the training data set. In this thesis, the technology of predicting

hidden associations will be discussed to discover possible associations that

are not in the training sets. The association rule mining discovers frequent

item sets, no matter how many items are there in a set. In this thesis, we will

only discuss the association between two objects. Normally, the association

rule mining only finds item sets with support and confidence bigger than

some thresholds, while does not emphasize the vale of support or confidence

of each association. The association here will calculate the values which is

called association degree.

Link prediction will encourage communications between users in a social

network, which has attracted much attentions in the information retrieval

10
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research field. Measuring distances between nodes in a network is a funda-

mental step of predicting links. The common neighbors [46] method counts

the number of neighbors shared by two nodes. Two nodes are more likely to

become friends if the overlap of their neighborhoods is large. Adamic and

Adar [47] claimed that rarer neighbors are more important than the common

neighbors. Hence, common neighbors of low degrees are given higher weights

in an Adamic/Adar score. The preferential attachment method is based on

the idea that the probability of having a new neighbor is proportional to the

number of the current neighbors for a node. Moreover, the probability of

two users becoming friends is proportional to the product of the number of

their current friends [48]. A method of taking weights of links into account to

measure the distance between nodes was proposed in [62]. Some researchers

formulate the link prediction as a classification problem which predicts a new

link is true or false [63]. Features like the number of neighbors, distances be-

tween nodes were employed to train a SVM, which was used to predict new

links between nodes.

1.2.4 Incremental learning of data association

Data association describes the connection between objects. The connections

should be updated with the growth of the data set. For example, the bigram-

term associations are employed to calculate the emotion score of a sentence

in this work. The associations are calculated using the semantic similarities

between words, and such similarities are trained on a labeled corpus. New

annotated sentences may be added to the corpus, and the associations should

be updated to adapt to the new sentences. Incremental learning of data

11
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association is investigated in this work.

In the association rule mining field, techniques for maintaining discovered

association rules in an updated database have been proposed in [64, 65]. An

efficient algorithm was proposed in [64] which updates the rules found in

an original DB with an increment db. The authors noticed some interesting

phenomenons such as by scanning the increment db only, many item sets can

be pruned away before the update against DB. Utilizing these features, the

rules appeared in the new database and those no longer have enough supports

will be discovered without running algorithms like Apriori again. In [65], a

more general algorithm was proposed which also considered the deletion of

item sets from the original database. Such methods can be a reference for

solving the incremental learning problems that measure association degrees

by counting co-occurrence times of objects. For other association degree

measurements like cosine similarity, these methods are not applicable.

In the machine learning field, several methods have been proposed to train

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [66, 67] and Neural Networks (NN) [68] in-

crementally. As the SVM optimization problem is a linearly constrained

quadratic programming problem, the authors of [67] used a “warm-start” al-

gorithm which took an existing solution as the starting point to find a new

solution. The method took advantage of the natural incremental properties

of the standard active set approach to linearly constrained optimization prob-

lems. It was able to quickly retrain a support vector machine after adding a

small number of new training vectors to the existing training set. Another

way of solving incremental training of SVM is to update the margin vector

coefficients and the bias to preserve the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) Con-

ditions on both new and old data [66]. Inspired by AdaBoost, the authors
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of [68] proposed an incremental learning algorithm for supervised neural net-

works which combine several weak classifiers obtained on different data sets

using Littlestone’s majority-voting scheme [69]. All these methods are super-

vised learning methods, and the training set needs to be labeled manually.

The requirement is not always satisfied in the association learning.

1.3 Contributions

The aim of this study is to investigate efficient algorithms of classifying data

in an imbalanced data set and learning data associations for emotion iden-

tification in text. The main contributions of this thesis are highlighted as

follows:

(i) an LDA based classifier is proposed to address the imbalanced pat-

tern classification problem, and the proposed method is applied on the

emotional sentence detection problem;

(ii) the ASimPLS method which has been proved to be efficient for other

imbalanced pattern classification problems is employed to solve the

emotional sentence identification problem;

(iii) fusion of different classifiers is investigated to improve the classification

performance;

(iv) the emotional sentence detecting task is formulated as a graph ranking

problem, and a mutual reinforcement ranking method utilizing the as-

sociation between terms, bigrams, and sentences is proposed to address

the graph based ranking problem; and

13
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(v) incremental learning for data association is proposed which makes an

association model be able to adapt to new data.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The thesis structure is shown in Fig. 1.2. The emotional sentences identi-
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Figure 1.2: Thesis structure.

fication problem is first taken as a classification problem. In Chapter 2, a

LDA based classifier is proposed to solve the imbalanced pattern classification

problem. An ASimPLS classifier is employed in Chapter 3, which has been

successfully applied on other imbalanced pattern classification problems like

speaker state classification. To combine different classifiers and features, a

classifier fusion system is proposed in Chapter 4. The emotion identification

problem is further formulated as a ranking problem that ranks the emotion

14
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scores hidden in the sentences. A mutual reinforcement learning method is

proposed in Chapter 5 to solve the ranking problem by utilizing the asso-

ciations between terms, bigrams, and sentences. The proposed method is

applied on document summarization task in Chapter 6. The data associa-

tion should keep updating with the growth of the training set. The problem

is addressed in Chapter 7 to study how to update the data association when

new data is appended.
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Chapter 2

A Linear Discriminant Analysis

based Classifier for Imbalanced

Pattern Classification

2.1 Introduction

An intuitive solution to the emotion identification problem is to treat it as a

classification problem. Many researchers have reported that the classification

of emotions in text is an imbalanced pattern classification problem because

there are much more neutral sentences than the emotional sentences in a

corpus [2, 3].

In this chapter, a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based classifier,

LDA-Imbalance, is proposed for the imbalanced classification problems. The

classifier keeps the advantage of low time complexity like PLS, and improves

the performance further by considering more information of the training data.

LDA has been widely used in dimension reduction and classification. There

is debate about the influence to LDA caused by unbalanced data set [70,

71]. We can demonstrate that the imbalanced data set can affect LDA,

but we also agree with [71] that a re-balanced data set cannot guarantee a
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better performance than LDA. The proposed classifier for imbalanced pattern

classification is described in detail in the following section.

The original LDA method aims to find a projection vector that can max-

imize the ratio of the between-class scatter matrix to the within-class scatter

matrix. We redefine the within-class scatter matrix to increase the influ-

ence of minority class for an imbalanced pattern classification problem. To

find a projection vector with better discriminant information, our algorithm

maximizes the ratio of between-class scatter matrix and within-class scatter

matrix, and minimizes the ratio of the variance of one class to the within-

class scatter matrix simultaneously. After obtaining the projection matrix,

two methods are introduced to classify testing samples into a class using

the projection matrix. The algorithm is applied to multiclass classification

problems using one-against-rest strategy. The experimental results obtained

by the algorithm on several data sets demonstrate that it could obtain com-

petitive results with many existing classifiers on imbalanced data sets. The

contributions of this chapter are highlighted as follows:

(i) a LDA-Imbalance classifier is proposed to address the imbalanced pat-

tern classification problem;

(ii) an asymmetric method of classifying testing samples using the projec-

tion matrix obtained by LDA-Imbalance is introduced; and

(iii) the LDA-Imbalance method, which is designed for two classes classifi-

cation problems, is extended to solve multiclass classification problems

using one-against-rest strategy.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The proposed classifier is

presented in detail in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes the experiments on
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Table 2.1: Nomenclature.

R the field of real numbers;
RN×M the set of N ×M -dimensional real matrices;
X the feature matrix of a set of samples;
y a label vector of a set of samples;
‖x‖ the Euclidean norm of a vector x;
‖X‖F the Frobenius norm of a matrix X;
Tr(X) the trace of a matrix X;
ΣX the covariance matrix of a matrix X;
SX the estimation of ΣX;
S̄ the normalized covariance matrix, i.e. S/Tr(S);

a synthetic data set and several UCI data sets. The experimental results of

applying the method on emotional sentences identification are reported in

Section 2.4. We summarize our work in Section 2.5. Key notations used in

this chapter are listed in Table 2.1.

2.2 LDA-Imbalance: a LDA based classifier for

imbalanced data sets

In this section, we will introduce a LDA based classifier designed for imbal-

anced pattern classification problems. The classifier first finds a projection

matrix which achieves specific optimal objectives, and then predicts the la-

bels of testing samples using the matrix. The classifier is also applied to

multiclass classification problems using one-against-rest strategy.

2.2.1 Finding projection matrix

Let X ∈ RN×M and y ∈ RN×1 denote the features and labels of the training

data respectively, where N is the number of training data, and M is the
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dimension of features. In the label vector y, yi = 1 if a data i belongs to the

positive class in a two class classification problem. Otherwise, yi = −1. The

Fisher criterion function applied in LDA is [72]

J =
wTSbw

wTSww
(2.1)

where

Sb =
2∑
i=1

ni(x̄i − x̄)(x̄i − x̄)T (2.2)

is the between-class scatter matrix and

Sw =
2∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(xij − x̄i)(xij − x̄i)
T (2.3)

is the within-class scatter matrix. The parameter ni is the number of obser-

vations in class i; x̄i ∈ RM×1 is the mean vector of class i; x̄ ∈ RM×1 is the

mean vector of all the observations; and xij ∈ RM×1 is the jth observations

in class i. The weight w ∈ RM×1 in (2.1) can be obtained by solving the

eigenvalue decomposition problem [36]

S−1
w Sbw = λw (2.4)

It has been proved that LDA can obtain statistically optimal solution

only when the distributions of observations in different classes satisfy the

homoscedastic Gaussian (HOG) model [73], which means that the observa-

tions belonging to different classes obey Gaussian distributions with distinct

mean vectors but with the same covariance matrix for all the classes. This

assumption is seldom satisfied in the real world problems. The estimation
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of means and variance matrices are usually not identical with the true ones

because of small number of observations. Besides, LDA will also be affected

by the class distribution in classification problems on imbalanced data sets.

For a two-class classification problem, let positive class denote the class with

minority sample number and negative class denote the class with majority

sample number. Suppose both of the classes have more than one sample, the

within-class scatter matrix is computed as

Sw =
2∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(xij − x̄i)(xij − x̄i)
T

= (n1 − 1)S+ + (n2 − 1)S− (2.5)

where ni > 1, i = 1, 2 are numbers of samples in the positive and negative

classes, and the covariance matrices of positive and negative classes are de-

noted by S+ and S−. We can see that if n2 � n1 in a training data set,

(n2−1)S− will “dominate” the computation of Sw, which will affect the clas-

sification results as Sw can represent (n2 − 1)S− only, while (n1 − 1)S+ is

neglected. To alleviate the influence caused by the large number of observa-

tions in one class, we add a weighting scheme to compute the within-class

scatter matrix Sw,

S′w =
2∑
i=1

1

ni − 1

ni∑
j=1

(xij − x̄i)(xij − x̄i)
T

= S+ + S− (2.6)

One can see that S′w has no relationship with the class distribution n1 and

n2. Hence, S′w is able to describe the covariance of an imbalanced data set

more accurately.
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To further discriminate the two classes, we set up another optimal objec-

tive that aims to minimize the covariance matrix of one class.

max
W

(
WT (Sb − αS1)W

WTS′wW
) (2.7)

We can rewrite (2.7) as

max
W

(
WT (Sb + αS1)W

WTS′wW
) (2.8)

where the parameter α for balancing the weights of the two optimizing ob-

jectives is set to be negative. The covariance matrix of class 1 is denoted by

S1. Class 1 can be either positive or negative, which means S1 equals to S+

or to S−. Similarly, we use S2 to represent the covariance matrix of another

class. As α is a negative number, one has to minimize S1 to maximize the

whole object function.

We normalize the matrices by S̄b = Sb/Tr(Sb), S̄1 = S1/Tr(S1) and

S̄2 = S2/Tr(S2) to eliminate magnitude variations existing between different

matrices. Equation (2.8) can be written as

arg max
W

(
WT (S̄b + αS̄1)W

WT (S̄1 + S̄2)W
) (2.9)

To find the solution of (2.9), let

J(W) =
WT (S̄b + αS̄1)W

WT (S̄1 + S̄2)W
(2.10)

we have

J(W)WT (S̄1 + S̄2)W = WT (S̄b + αS̄1)W (2.11)
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Differentiating both sides with respect to W,

dJ

dW
WT (S̄1 + S̄2)W + 2J(W)(S̄1 + S̄2)W

=2(S̄b + αS̄1)W

dJ

dW
=

2(S̄b + αS̄1)W − 2J(W)(S̄1 + S̄2)W

WT (S̄1 + S̄2)W

Let dJ
dW

= 0,

(S̄b + αS̄1)W̃ = J(W̃)(S̄1 + S̄2)W̃ (2.12)

where W̃ is the solution matrix. Let a constant

λ = J(W̃) =
W̃T (S̄b + αS̄1)W̃

W̃T (S̄1 + S̄2)W̃
(2.13)

it can be seen that the projection W can be obtained by solving the gener-

alized eigenvalue decomposition problem

(S̄b + αS̄1)W = λ(S̄1 + S̄2)W (2.14)

2.2.2 Algorithm properties

Some properties of the proposed algorithm are discussed in this section. As

shown above, we normalize the matrices Sb, S1, and S2 to eliminate magni-

tude variations existing between different samples. It is worth noting that
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the formula

S̄1 + S̄2 = S̄+ + S̄−

=
S+

Tr(S+)
+

S−
Tr(S−)

=
1

Tr(S+)
(S+ +

Tr(S+)

Tr(S−)
S−) (2.15)

is not equivalent with the normalization of S′w:

S̄′w =
S′w

Tr(S′w)
=

S+ + S−
Tr(S+ + S−)

(2.16)

Through the normalization of (2.15), the contribution of S+ and S− to the

within-class scatter matrix is further balanced by the parameter Tr(S+)
Tr(S−)

.

The parameter α in our method is used to balance the two optimal ob-

jectives. When α = 0, our method is a modified LDA method. We can

prove that the method becomes a modified Common Spatial Patterns (CSP)

method when α = −∞. When α = −∞, we can ignore the first term of the

objective function, and the solution of (2.8) is same with the solution of

max
W

(
WT (αS1)W

WTS′wW
) = max

W
(α

WTS1W

WT (S1 + S2)W
) (2.17)

Remark 1. The solutions of maxW( WTS1W
WT (S1+S2)W

) are same as the solutions

of maxW(W
TS1W

WTS2W
), which is the objective function of CSP [74] .

Rewrite
WTS1W

WT (S1 + S2)W
=

1

1 + WTS2W
WTS1W

, (2.18)

it is obvious that those two optimization problems are equivalent to each

other.
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It is well known that only one projection vector can be obtained using

LDA, because the rank of Sb is 1 for two-class classification problems. More

vectors can be obtained by our method as rank(S̄b + αS̄1) ≤ rank(S̄b) +

rank(S̄1) ≤ 1+M , where S̄b ∈ RM×M and S̄1 ∈ RM×M . Hence the maximum

rank of (S̄b + αS̄1) is M , and we can get more projection vectors than LDA.

Theorem 1. Given symmetric matrices S̄1, S̄2, and S̄b belonging to RM×M

and a real number α, if rank(S̄b + αS̄1) = M and rank(S̄1 + S̄2) = M ,

WWT = (S̄1 + S̄2)−1.

Proof. Let A = S̄b + αS̄1, and B = S̄1 + S̄2. The projection matrix W can

be obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem:

Aw = λBw (2.19)

As S̄b, S̄1 and S̄2 are symmetric matrices, both A and B are also symmetric

matrices. Let A = LLT and B = UUT using the Cholesky factorization.

We can rewrite (2.19) as

U−1LLTU−TUTw = λUTw (2.20)

Let v = UTw, we have

U−1LLTU−Tv = λv (2.21)

It can be seen that U−1LLTU−T is still a symmetric matrix. Hence VTV = I

under the assumption that A and B are full rank matrices, where the column

vectors of V are solutions of (2.21). Because v = UTw, one can deduce that

(UTW)T (UTW) = WTUUTW = I (2.22)
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Multiply pseudo inverses of WT and W respectively, we have

UUT = WT+W+

= (WWT )−1WWT (WWT )−1

= (WWT )−1 (2.23)

and

WWT = (UUT )−1 = B−1 = (S̄1 + S̄2)−1 (2.24)

2.2.3 Classification using the projection matrix

For two classes classification problems, the label of a testing sample x ∈ RM×1

is predicted by

y = sign(f(W,x)) (2.25)

where f(W,x) is a function of the projection matrix W and a sample x. If

f(W,x) ≥ 0, y = 1, otherwise y = −1.

2.2.3.1 Symmetric method for two classes classification

The first method predicts the label of a testing sample x by comparing dis-

tances between x and the centers of positive and negative classes [75], i.e.

f(W,x) = ‖WTx−WT x̄2‖ − ‖WTx−WT x̄1‖ (2.26)
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where W ∈ RM×k is the projection matrix, and k ≤ M is an integer. For a

vector p = WTx−WT x̄1 = WT (x− x̄1),

‖p‖ =
√

pTp =
√

(x− x̄1)TWWT (x− x̄1) (2.27)

where x̄1 and x̄2 are mean vectors of positive and negative training samples.

According to (2.27) and Theorem 1, one can deduce that if k = M , the clas-

sification results will be independent of S̄b and S̄1 in (2.14). The borderline

of this method is composed by the points lying in the middle of two centers.

We call this method Symmetric Method.

2.2.3.2 Asymmetric method for two classes classification

The classifying function of Asymmetric Method is defined as

f(W,x) = xTWxW
+
y − b (2.28)

where Wx is same as W, Wy is the projection vector for labels whose el-

ements are obtained by (2.29), and W+
y is the pseudo inverse of Wy. The

bias b is used to adjust the borderline to improve system performance. The

elements of the projection vector for labels are calculated by [76]

wy =
1

λ
S−1
y SyXwx =

1

λ
S−1
y STXywx (2.29)

where λ is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvectors obtained by (2.14)

and wx is a column vector of Wx. For a normalized feature matrix X and a
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label vector y,

SX = 1
N−1

XTX

Sy = 1
N−1

yTy

SXy = 1
N−1

XTy

(2.30)

are the estimation of covariance matrices of X, y, and the covariance matrix

of X and y.

The method is inspired by Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) which

aims to find two vectors wx ∈ RM×1 and wy ∈ RM ′×1 that maximize

corr(Xwx,Ywy) where Y ∈ RN×M ′ . For two vectors x ∈ RM×1 and y ∈

R1×M ′ , if xTwx = ywy, we have

y = xTwxw
+
y (2.31)

where w+
y is the pseudo inverse of wy. For two classes classification problems,

M ′ = 1 as Y is a vector of samples’ labels. Hence, wy is a scalar. For a

testing sample, if xTwxw
+
y ≥ 0 in (2.31), the label y = 1. Otherwise y = −1.

A method for predicting labels of testing samples can be conducted by

f ′(W,x) = xTWxW
+
y (2.32)

which is the first addend of (2.28).

It is necessary to introduce a bias b for the classifying function (2.32) as

the classifier using f ′(W,x) will lead to a high classification accuracy of mi-

nority class while a low accuracy of majority class. A two dimensional binary

sample data set is shown in Fig. 2.1, where the majority class samples are

signed by circles, and the minority ones are expressed by stars. The x-axis of
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Figure 2.1: A two dimensional artificial data set where the majority class
data is denoted by circle and the minority class is denoted by star.

the figure is the first dimension of samples’ coordinate, and the y-axis denotes

the second dimension. The dashed line L denotes the borderline of classifi-

cation xTWxW
+
y = 0. One can see that L goes through the point O(0, 0)

which is apart from the center of the minority class. According to (2.32),

points located on the left side of L are classified as negative class, and those

located on the right side are classified as positive class. It can be seen that

this classification method can label most of the minority class data correctly,

but it will misclassify many samples belonging to the majority class. To

solve this problem, an intuitive idea is to move the the borderline in Fig. 2.1

towards the center of minority class. Similar to the method in [36] applied to

a PLS classifier, a bias is calculated to decide how much shall the borderline
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be moved. The centers of minority and majority classes can be expressed

by x̄1 and x̄2. We can estimate two circles with radius r1 = std(X1) and

r2 = std(X2) where X1 and X2 are feature matrices of positive and negative

samples respectively. The new line L′ goes through the point P that the ratio

of distance between the point and the positive center to the distance between

the point and the negative center is equal with the ratio of the positive class

radii to the negative class radii. Hence, the offset b can be estimated as

b = (x̄1 − (x̄1 − x̄2) · r1./(r1 + r2))TWxW
+
y (2.33)

where v1./v2 is the dot division of two vectors v1 and v2, which is the element

by element division. We can see that the solid line in Fig. 2.1 which is the

biased borderline is closer to the minority class than the dashed line, which

may increase the accuracy of classifying the majority class without losing

the accuracy of classifying minority class. The function of W and a testing

sample x is

f(W,x) = xTWxW
+
y − b (2.34)

It can be seen that the line goes through point (x̄1− (x̄1− x̄2) ·r1./(r1 +r2)).

2.2.3.3 Multiclass classification

One-against-rest strategy is employed to extend our method to solve multi-

class classification problems as our method aims to minimize the covariance

matrix of only one class and it is not able to be applied to multiclass problems

directly. For a k classes problem, the label of a testing sample x is predicted
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by

y = arg max
i
Pi(x) (2.35)

where i = 1, . . . , k, and Pi is the probability of the sample belonging to class i.

We generate k label sets for the training samples by labeling the samples

belonging to class i as 1, and all the other samples as −1. A classifier is run

for k times, and a probability belonging to class i can be obtained for each

sample.

Two methods for two classes classification were introduced in previous

sections. For Symmetric Method, the probability of a sample x belonging to

class i is calculated by

Pi(x) =


d2

d1+d2
, d1 + d2 6= 0

0.5 , d1 + d2 = 0
(2.36)

where d1 = ‖WTx−WT x̄i‖ and d2 = ‖WTx−WT x̄j‖, x̄i is the mean vector

of training samples belonging to class i, and x̄j is the mean vectors of those

not belonging to class i. For the Asymmetric Method,

Pi(x) = xTWxiW
+
yi − bi (2.37)

where Wxi, Wyi and bi are obtained using the label sets of class i.

2.3 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we show the benefits of our method using a synthetic data

set first. Further, the experimental results obtained on several UCI bench-
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mark data sets [77] are reported. The feature data is normalized by mean

variance normalization method [78] at the beginning of all the algorithms.

True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR), unweighted accuracy

(UA), weighted accuracy (WA), precision, recall, F1, G-Mean and AUC are

selected to measure the system performance. The code of AUC employed

in this chapter is from Statistical Pattern Recognition Toolbox written by

Vojtech Franc and Vaclav Hlavac1. The relative definitions of TPR and TNR

are shown below:

True Positive Rate (TPR) = TP
TP+FN

True Negative Rate (TNR) = TN
TN+FP

UA = TPR+TNR
2

WA =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

(2.38)

where TP , FN , TN , and FP are defined in Table 2.2. The metrics including

precision, recall, F1, G-Mean and AUC are also employed to evaluate the

methods.
precision = TP

TP+FP

recall = TP
TP+FN

F1 = 2 precision·recall
precision+recall

sensitivity = TP
TP+FN

specificity = TN
TN+FP

G-Mean =
√
sensitivity · specificity

(2.39)

1http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/cmp/software/stprtool/
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Table 2.2: Definition of TP, FN, FP, and TN.

Predicted Positive Predicted Negative
Actual Positive TP (True Positive) FN (False Negative)
Actual Negative FP (False Positive) TN (True Negative)

2.3.1 A synthetic data set

We generate a data set which contains 1000 negative samples and 100 positive

samples. Both the positive and negative samples satisfy Gaussian distribu-

tion, and µpos = (2, 4), µneg = (0, 0),
∑

pos =

 5 0

0 1

, ∑neg =

 5 4

4 5

.
A 10-fold cross validation is conducted, and we compare the classification

results of the following methods: SVM, LDA, LDA-Imbalance, and PLS. For

SVM, the radial basis function (rbf) kernel function is applied, and the other

settings are default settings of libsvm-3.12. In this experiment, we use the

Asymmetric Method introduced in Section 2.2.3.2 to predict the labels for

LDA, LDA-Imbalance, and PLS, as the borderline obtained by this method

is easier to be identified than those obtained by the Symmetric Method. Here

we also evaluate the PLS method because it has been shown that LDA has

close relationship with PLS in [79]. PLS can generate a borderline for clas-

sification problems disregarding the covariance matrices of training samples.

Hence, PLS would not be affected by the imbalanced data sets. There are

many different algorithms of PLS, and we use the method in [79].

The classification results are shown in Table 2.3, where the highest value

of each row is highlighted in bold faces. It can be seen that TNR obtained by

SVM is the highest of all the methods, but its TPR is only 36.5%, which is

the lowest among the methods. The results demonstrate that SVM failed in

2http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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Table 2.3: Classification results on a synthetic data set.

SVMs LDA LDA-Imbalance PLS
TPR 0.365 0.846 0.853 0.862
TNR 0.991 0.843 0.892 0.822
UA 0.678 0.844 0.873 0.842
WA 0.933 0.843 0.888 0.825
Precision 0.810 0.350 0.439 0.328
Recall 0.365 0.846 0.853 0.862
F1 0.483 0.488 0.572 0.468
G-Mean 0.588 0.842 0.870 0.840
AUC 0.984 0.965 0.974 0.965
Time 0.021 0.004 0.004 0.002

identifying the points in minority class because of the imbalance of the data

set. LDA is able to obtain better results than SVM for positive samples. The

TPR obtained by PLS is higher than LDA, while the TNR decreased 2.1%.

The LDA-Imbalance method is able to achieve a better TNR and a better

TPR than LDA at the same time. Processing time for SVM was more than

the other methods, and PLS uses the least time.

We show the data distribution and the borderlines obtained by the al-

gorithms in Fig. 2.2. In the figure, the stars represent training and test-

ing positive samples, and circles denote negative ones. The solid line, the

dashed line, and the dotted line represent the borderlines obtained by LDA-

Imbalance, LDA, and PLS methods respectively. From the figure, one can

see that the borderlines obtained by LDA and PLS are close to the direction

of maximum variance of the majority class, while the one obtained by LDA-

Imbalance method is able to represent the variance direction of the minority

class better. All the three borderlines go through a common point which is

the bias discussed in Section 2.2.3.2.
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Figure 2.2: Classification on a synthetic data set.

2.3.2 Evaluation using UCI data sets

To further demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, we conduct

more experiments on UCI data sets which have been widely used in test-

ing of machine learning algorithms [27, 36, 80]. The proposed algorithm in

this chapter is evaluated by both two classes classification and multi-class

classification problems.

2.3.2.1 Two classes classification

Eight UCI data sets used in our experiments are downloaded from the UCI

website3, and the details of the data sets are shown in Table 2.4. All these

data sets are imbalanced data sets, and the highest ratio of majority sam-

ple number to the minority sample number is 4141/36 which is about 115/1

in the Abalone data set. The following methods are compared in this ex-

3http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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Table 2.4: Detail information of data sets used for two classes classification
problem.

Data Set Name Data Number Positive/Negative Feature Dimension
Abalone 4177 36/4141 8
Breast cancer(original) 699 241/458 8
CMC 1473 333/1140 9
Haberman 306 81/225 3
Hypothyroid 3163 151/3012 25
Pima 768 268/500 8
SPECT 267 55/212 22
Yeast 1484 51/1433 8

periment: SVM, SVM with Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique

(SMOTE) [23] technology, SVM with a cost sensitive model (SVMCost) [81],

APLS [36], LDA and LDA-Imbalance. Same as in last section, the RBF ker-

nel function is applied for SVM here. The minority class is oversampled by

SMOTE to the same number of majority samples in the training set. The

code of SVMCost method is in the SVM-Light package4. The MATLAB code

of APLS method is same with that used in [36], and a maximum iteration

number is added to ensure the loop ends. Both the Symmetric Method and

Asymmetric Method are employed in the experiments.

Ten-fold cross validation experiments are conducted on all the eight data

sets, and the results are shown in Table 2.5. In the table, LDA and LDA-

Imbalance denote the results obtained by Symmetric Method, and LDA-

A and LDA-Imbalance-A denote the results obtained by the Asymmetric

Method. All the criteria are average values of the results obtained in the ex-

periments. In the table, the highest value of each evaluation criterion is high-

lighted. The methods proposed in this chapter: LDA-A, LDA-Imbalance,

and LDA-Imbalance-A could obtain competitive results on all data sets with

4http://svmlight.joachims.org/
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existing methods. For most of the data sets, SVM with SMOTE technology

is able to generate much better results than SVM only. However, it con-

sumes more time than other methods on most data sets. SVMCost could

obtain very good results on all the data sets. Similar to SVMSmote, the long

processing time is a disadvantage of SVMCost. APLS method obtained best

AUC value on 2 of the 8 data sets, which means on these two data sets, the

information of covariance matrices is a disturbance to the classification. LDA

method is able to generate competitive results with APLS and SMOTE. The

LDA-Imbalance method obtained better UA values than the LDA method

on 4 of the 8 data sets, and obtained competitive AUC values on 2 data

sets, which proves the benefit of the proposed weighted LDA method. The

LDA-A and LDA-Imbalance-A methods won 4 champions of AUC values and

4 champions of F1 values on the 8 data sets, which demonstrates that the

borderline is adjusted by considering the projection matrix Wy. From the

table, one can also see that the LDA and LDA-A methods consume much

less time than other methods. It is worth noting that the parameter α is

set to be −0.5 for LDA-Imbalance and LDA-Imbalance-A methods. Better

results could be obtained by adjusting the parameter value.

To give a deeper look at the methods, the average TPR and TNR obtained

by the methods are also listed in Table 2.5. One can see that SVM obtains

100% TNR and 0% TPR on Abalone and Yeast data sets, which means

the positive samples are taken as noise and are neglected in the learning

phase. The results obtained by SVM with SMOTE technology are much

more balanced than those obtained by SVM. APLS can obtain balanced

TPR and TNR on all data sets except Abalone. The TPR obtained by LDA-

Imbalance is bigger than those got by LDA method on 6 of the 8 data sets,
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Table 2.5: Comparison of system performance of all methods.

Methods TPR TNR WA UA Precision Recall F1 G-Mean AUC Time

Abalone

SVM 0.000 1.000 0.991 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.684 0.102
SVMSmote 0.838 0.575 0.577 0.707 0.017 0.838 0.033 0.679 0.780 1.032
SVMCost 0.865 0.890 0.890 0.877 0.063 0.865 0.116 0.867 0.918 1.619
APLS 0.942 0.674 0.676 0.808 0.025 0.942 0.048 0.795 0.857 0.015
LDA 0.826 0.921 0.920 0.873 0.081 0.826 0.144 0.856 0.918 0.017
LDA-I 0.899 0.894 0.894 0.897 0.068 0.899 0.124 0.892 0.926 0.020
LDA-A 0.861 0.912 0.912 0.886 0.076 0.861 0.138 0.879 0.927 0.014
LDA-I-A 0.882 0.898 0.898 0.890 0.070 0.882 0.127 0.881 0.924 0.014

BCO

SVM 0.403 0.941 0.846 0.672 0.587 0.403 0.459 0.605 0.705 0.015
SVMSmote 0.818 0.771 0.780 0.795 0.424 0.818 0.551 0.790 0.799 0.063
SVMCost 0.869 0.791 0.804 0.830 0.463 0.869 0.597 0.828 0.832 0.306
APLS 0.827 0.800 0.804 0.814 0.461 0.827 0.586 0.812 0.814 0.003
LDA 0.824 0.810 0.811 0.817 0.472 0.824 0.594 0.815 0.821 0.003
LDA-I 0.838 0.809 0.813 0.824 0.475 0.838 0.600 0.822 0.827 0.003
LDA-A 0.841 0.798 0.805 0.820 0.463 0.841 0.591 0.818 0.824 0.003
LDA-I-A 0.858 0.799 0.808 0.828 0.469 0.858 0.600 0.826 0.830 0.003

CMC

SVM 0.058 0.985 0.775 0.521 0.528 0.058 0.102 0.218 0.487 0.107
SVMSmote 0.709 0.608 0.631 0.659 0.346 0.709 0.463 0.655 0.649 0.301
SVMCost 0.683 0.636 0.646 0.659 0.354 0.683 0.463 0.658 0.643 0.308
APLS 0.681 0.641 0.650 0.661 0.356 0.681 0.466 0.660 0.641 0.005
LDA 0.696 0.624 0.640 0.660 0.351 0.696 0.464 0.658 0.643 0.006
LDA-I 0.707 0.616 0.636 0.661 0.349 0.707 0.465 0.659 0.646 0.006
LDA-A 0.683 0.638 0.647 0.660 0.355 0.683 0.465 0.659 0.643 0.006
LDA-I-A 0.695 0.630 0.644 0.662 0.354 0.695 0.467 0.661 0.646 0.006

Hab

SVM 0.215 0.928 0.736 0.571 0.531 0.215 0.287 0.407 0.532 0.006
SVMSmote 0.607 0.665 0.646 0.636 0.396 0.607 0.469 0.629 0.598 0.022
SVMCost 0.351 0.894 0.748 0.623 0.544 0.351 0.414 0.544 0.579 0.141
APLS 0.517 0.813 0.732 0.665 0.498 0.517 0.495 0.642 0.633 0.001
LDA 0.496 0.831 0.740 0.664 0.512 0.496 0.492 0.632 0.633 0.001
LDA-I 0.490 0.807 0.720 0.648 0.474 0.490 0.471 0.617 0.619 0.001
LDA-A 0.517 0.813 0.732 0.665 0.498 0.517 0.495 0.643 0.634 0.001
LDA-I-A 0.523 0.780 0.708 0.652 0.461 0.523 0.479 0.633 0.625 0.001

Hyp

SVM 0.679 0.995 0.979 0.837 0.865 0.679 0.750 0.818 0.995 0.099
SVMSmote 0.917 0.610 0.625 0.764 0.108 0.917 0.191 0.747 0.964 0.454
SVMCost 0.959 0.959 0.959 0.959 0.542 0.959 0.684 0.959 0.995 0.392
APLS 0.983 0.933 0.936 0.958 0.428 0.983 0.588 0.958 0.996 0.054
LDA 0.720 0.987 0.973 0.853 0.732 0.720 0.711 0.839 0.993 0.025
LDA-I 0.945 0.933 0.933 0.939 0.413 0.945 0.568 0.938 0.993 0.026
LDA-A 0.911 0.941 0.940 0.926 0.522 0.911 0.649 0.902 0.994 0.024
LDA-I-A 0.851 0.954 0.949 0.902 0.564 0.851 0.662 0.882 0.993 0.024

Pima

SVM 0.549 0.869 0.754 0.709 0.688 0.549 0.605 0.688 0.709 0.027
SVMSmote 0.809 0.687 0.728 0.748 0.580 0.809 0.671 0.744 0.736 0.084
SVMCost 0.555 0.880 0.764 0.718 0.710 0.555 0.618 0.697 0.717 0.195
APLS 0.728 0.765 0.749 0.746 0.623 0.728 0.666 0.745 0.741 0.003
LDA 0.713 0.778 0.752 0.745 0.631 0.713 0.664 0.743 0.739 0.003
LDA-I 0.715 0.776 0.752 0.745 0.630 0.715 0.664 0.743 0.739 0.003
LDA-A 0.732 0.764 0.750 0.748 0.623 0.732 0.668 0.746 0.741 0.003
LDA-I-A 0.731 0.762 0.748 0.747 0.621 0.731 0.666 0.745 0.740 0.003

SPECT

SVM 0.456 0.923 0.823 0.689 0.595 0.456 0.484 0.616 0.728 0.004
SVMSmote 0.802 0.725 0.737 0.763 0.427 0.802 0.537 0.751 0.756 0.018
SVMCost 0.743 0.769 0.758 0.756 0.447 0.743 0.535 0.746 0.751 0.078
APLS 0.812 0.714 0.727 0.763 0.419 0.812 0.531 0.755 0.752 0.006
LDA 0.797 0.712 0.725 0.755 0.414 0.797 0.524 0.747 0.748 0.002
LDA-I 0.780 0.700 0.713 0.740 0.400 0.780 0.510 0.729 0.737 0.003
LDA-A 0.740 0.762 0.754 0.751 0.441 0.740 0.533 0.740 0.750 0.002
LDA-I-A 0.735 0.769 0.759 0.752 0.452 0.735 0.537 0.740 0.751 0.003

Yeast

SVM 0.000 1.000 0.966 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.536 0.023
SVMSmote 0.830 0.714 0.718 0.772 0.094 0.830 0.166 0.764 0.763 0.155
SVMCost 0.773 0.869 0.865 0.821 0.171 0.773 0.273 0.812 0.821 0.585
APLS 0.808 0.820 0.820 0.814 0.140 0.808 0.233 0.808 0.818 0.005
LDA 0.771 0.860 0.856 0.815 0.163 0.771 0.262 0.807 0.819 0.006
LDA-I 0.775 0.853 0.850 0.814 0.157 0.775 0.254 0.806 0.813 0.006
LDA-A 0.784 0.847 0.845 0.816 0.154 0.784 0.251 0.808 0.819 0.006
LDA-I-A 0.794 0.846 0.844 0.820 0.153 0.794 0.250 0.813 0.821 0.006
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which proves that the LDA-Imbalance can alleviate the influence on TPR

caused by imbalance.

In the proposed LDA-Imbalance method, we can either minimize the

covariance matrix of the positive class or minimize the covariance of the neg-

ative one. To compare the different optimal objects, we run the algorithm

twice by minimizing both the positive covariance and the negative covari-

ance. As discussed in Section 2.2, the dimension of the projection matrix

W obtained by our method is possible to be M ×M . To demonstrate the

influence to the classification results caused by the dimension of W, we show

the AUC values obtained using the first k columns of W method where

k = 1, . . . ,M in Figs. 2.3. In the figure, the horizontal axis denotes the num-

ber k, and the vertical axis presents the average AUC values obtained by

LDA-Imbalance-A. The line with square points denotes the performance ob-

tained by minimizing the covariance matrix of negative samples, and the line

with ‘+’ points denotes the performance obtained by minimizing the positive

covariance. One can see that the best AUC values of almost all the data sets

are obtained by using the first five dimensions of W, which indicates that

the most important information of the projection matrix is stored in the first

several columns. One can see that the performances achieved by minimizing

the two covariance matrices are same at the maximum dimension on all the

data sets except Hypothyroid, which has testified Theorem 1. For the Hy-

pothyroid data set, we have rank(S̄b + αS̄1) = 18 while (S̄b + αS̄1) ∈ R25×25,

where (S̄b + αS̄1) is defined in (2.14).

We can see that AUC values obtained by minimizing positive and negative

covariance matrices are very different. The average norms of the positive and

negative covariance matrices of different data sets are shown in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Average norms of positive and negative covariance matrices of
training samples in different data sets.

Abalone B. C.(Original) CMC Haberman
‖ S̄+ ‖F 0.781 0.519 0.399 0.605
‖ S̄− ‖F 0.782 0.520 0.399 0.605

Hypothyroid Pima SPECT Yeast
‖ S̄+ ‖F 0.523 0.400 0.356 0.485
‖ S̄− ‖F 0.522 0.400 0.355 0.484

However, the data shows that the values of positive and negative norms

are almost same. We will conduct further experiments to investigate which

matrix should be minimized.

There is only one parameter α in our method, which is a balance of the

two optimal objects in (2.14). When α = 0, our method is a normalized LDA

method; when α → ∞, our method becomes a simplified CSP method. To

demonstrate the influence of α, we show the system performance with

α = [−10,−8,−6,−4,−2,−1,−0.8,−0.6,−0.4,

−0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10]
(2.40)

on all the eight data sets in Figure 2.4. Here we use the first dimension of the

projection matrices Wx and Wy. For every data set, we minimize the co-

variance of the class which can generate the better performance according to

Fig. 2.3. One can see from Fig. 2.4 that the performance of LDA-Imbalance

and LDA-Imbalance-A methods have similar trends. The system perfor-

mance increases when α < 0, and it reaches to the top when α ≥ −6. The

AUC value becomes lower when α is too big or too small. For the Yeast data

set, the AUCα=10 ≈ AUCα=−2. We did another experiments with more α

values, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.4i. We can see that the AUC value
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Figure 2.3: Average AUC values obtained by minimizing positive and nega-
tive covariance matrices using first k column vectors of W in (2.25).
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Figure 2.4: System performance obtained with different values of α.

decreases when α > 15. To find an estimation of α, we calculated the average
‖S̄b‖F
‖S̄1‖F

where S̄1 is S̄+ or S̄− for all the data sets. The ratios are shown in

the titles of the sub-figures in Fig. 2.4. One can see that when α = − ‖S̄b‖F
‖S̄1‖F

,

the system could obtain a relative good AUC value, which means that ‖S̄b‖F
‖S̄1‖F

could be a reference to estimate the value of α.

2.3.2.2 Multiclass classification

Four data sets of UCI are selected to evaluate the performance of our meth-

ods in multiclass classification problems. The details of the data sets are
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Table 2.7: Data sets used for multiclass classification.

Data Set Name Training Data Number Testing Data Number Class Number Feature Dimension
DNA 2000 1186 3 180
Landsat 4435 2000 6 36
Optidigits 3823 1797 10 60
Theyroid 3772 3428 3 21

shown in Table 2.7. Six methods are compared in this experiment: APLS,

LDA, EWLDR [80], LDA-Imbalance (LDA-I), LDA-A and LDA-Imbalance-A

(LDA-I-A). Similar to our method, EWLDR proposed in [80] gave different

weights to within-class scatter matrices of different classes to improve the

performance of the basic LDA method. The weights are given according to

the distance between classes, while we set the weight value according to the

number of samples. An evolution strategy was also proposed in [80] to obtain

best weights, which is useful for our future research. It is worth noting that

we implement LDA method using one-against-rest strategy, and the results

obtained are different from those in [80]. We also put the results in [80] here

for the convenience of comparing. The APLS, LDA-I, LDA-A, and LDA-I-A

also use the one-against-rest strategy. The results are shown in Table 2.8. It

can be seen that LDA-I method obtains best results on Optidigits and Thy-

roid data sets, and LDA-Imbalance-A method performs best on DNA data

set. For DNA and Optidigits data sets, the results are obtained with the

parameter α = −2 by minimizing the negative covariance matrix of training

samples. The parameter α is set to be −0.5 for Landsat data set. For the

Thyroid data sets, the results are obtained by minimizing the positive co-

variance matrix when α = −100. We can see that the value of alpha is quite

big, which indicates that the optimization object of LDA conflicts with CSP

in this data set.
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Table 2.8: Results of multiclass classification problems using different meth-
ods.

Data Sets APLS EWLDR LDA [80] LDA LDA-I LDA-A LDA-I-A
DNA 0.9220 0.9418* 0.941 0.9310 0.9380 0.9440 0.9440
Landsat 0.7730 0.8315 0.8265 0.7955 0.8295* 0.7555 0.7810
Optdigits 0.9050 0.9410* 0.9388 0.9215 0.9527 0.0935 0.9238
Thyroid 0.7970 0.9422* 0.9387 0.9029 0.9431 0.8235 0.8442

2.3.2.3 Discussion

The method proposed in this chapter is a linear classifier. It could not solve

some problems like XOR problem [82]. For example, if there are two minority

clusters located at both sides of the majority class cluster in Fig. 2.1, the line

will go through the center of the whole data set. Some methods like kernel

methods could be applied to solve this problem.

Experiments of LDA-Imbalance method with SMOTE technology are also

conducted. However, the results are much worse than the results without

SMOTE technology. The sampling technology changed the distribution of

the original training data set. In this case, the borderline obtained is suitable

for the over sampled training set, while not suitable for the testing set. Hence,

SMOTE technology is not able to improve the performance of the proposed

method.

2.4 Application on emotion identification in text

In this section, we report the application of the proposed classifier on the text

based emotion identification problem. In the research field of emotion recog-

nition, six categories of emotion are often used to label the sentences: anger,

disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise [3, 2, 11]. Including neutral, there are
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seven types of emotion that can be expressed in text. In our experiments, a

sentence is classified into neutral or emotional classes. The corpus utilized

in this work is the UIUC children’s stories corpus [1], which consists of 176

stories by Grimm’s, Andersen, and Potter. Every sentence in the corpus is

annotated with one of the seven emotions by two annotators. The surprise

class is subdivided into positive surprise and negative surprise in the corpus,

and we treat these two classes as one surprise class in this chapter. There are

disagreements between annotations, and here we take the first annotator’s

labels as the standard ones.

Features extracted from the sentences include special punctuations, num-

ber of positive and negative words, and emotional words. Some examples

of the features are shown in Table 2.9. The special punctuation feature is

extracted directly from the sentences. Each punctuation is represented by a

boolean value. The positive and negative words are obtained online5. The

TAGPos and TAGNeg word lists on the web are taken as the features, and

there is a total of 1636 positive words and 2006 negative words. If we use a

boolean value to describe every word in the list, we will obtain a high dimen-

sional and sparse feature matrix with more than 3000 dimensions. To reduce

the dimension of the feature matrix, we only take the number of positive

words and the number of negative words in a sentence as the features. A list

of 300 emotional words is collected using WordNet Affect [83, 84] and Inter-

net. The number of emotional words is much less than the number of positive

and negative words, and these emotional words often represent the emotion

of a sentence directly. Hence, we set a boolean value for each emotional word

in the feature vectors. The positive, negative and emotional words that do

5http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm
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Table 2.9: The feature set used in the emotion identification experiments.

Feature Example
Special punctuation ",!,?
Positive word counts 0,1,2,3,4,5,other
Negative word counts 0,1,2,3,4,5,other
WordNet emotion words anger, fear, happiness

not appear in the UIUC corpus are removed from the list before we generate

features for the sentences. A 149 dimension feature vector is generated for

each sentence at last.

To compare with the existing methods, a 5-fold cross validation experi-

ment is conducted. In our experiment, we only identify a sentence is emo-

tional or not. The number of neutral and emotional sentences in the corpus

is shown in Table 2.10. One can see that in both training and testing sets,

the numbers of neutral sentences are about twice as big as the numbers of

emotional ones. The methods compared in this section are same as those in

Section 2.3.2.1. Similar to Table 2.5, LDA and LDA-I in Table 2.11 denote

the results obtained by Symmetric Method, and LDA-A and LDA-I-A de-

note the results obtained by the Asymmetric Method. We list the results of

different criteria in Table 2.11 for every method. In the table, the highest

accuracy is highlighted in bold font. One can see that SVM method obtained

highest accuracy for neutral sentences but the lowest accuracy for emotional

sentences. The SVM with SMOTE technology could generate balanced accu-

racy for both classes. The methods except SVM could generate competitive

UA values, and the highest UA is obtained by APLS and LDA-I method.

The LDA-I-A method obtained highest accuracy for emotional sentences,

and best F1 and AUC values. One can also find that LDA based methods

could obtain competitive results with much less time consuming comparing
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Table 2.10: Number of neutral and emotional sentences in UIUC Children’s
Story corpus.

Sentence Number Neutral/Emotional
Training Set 12241 8048/4193
Testing Set 3061 2091/970

Table 2.11: System performance of detecting emotional sentences.

SVMs SMOTE APLS LDA LDA-I LDA-A LDA-I-A
Emotional 0.352 0.713 0.708 0.667 0.689 0.687 0.715
Neutral 0.895 0.599 0.611 0.633 0.630 0.610 0.604
WA 0.712 0.637 0.644 0.644 0.650 0.636 0.641
UA 0.624 0.656 0.660 0.650 0.660 0.649 0.659
Precise 0.632 0.475 0.482 0.481 0.490 0.473 0.480
Recall 0.352 0.713 0.708 0.667 0.689 0.687 0.715
F1 0.452 0.570 0.573 0.555 0.570 0.557 0.573
GMean 0.562 0.653 0.657 0.645 0.656 0.643 0.656
AUC 0.609 0.643 0.647 0.638 0.647 0.636 0.647
Time(S) 90.8 237.0 143.9 3.8 4.1 3.7 3.7

to other methods.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, a LDA based classification method has been proposed to ad-

dress the imbalanced pattern classification problem. We have demonstrated

the efficiency of the method in both two classes and multiclass classification

problems on imbalanced data sets through theoretical justifications and em-

pirical studies. The method has been applied to identify emotional sentences

in an article. The experimental results showed that the LDA based meth-

ods could obtain competitive results comparing to existing methods while

consumes much less time.
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Chapter 3

An Asymmetric Simple Partial

Least Squares (SIMPLS) based

Classifier

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a classifier based on Asymmetric Simple Partial Least Squares

(SIMPLS) is introduced to solve the emotional sentence identification prob-

lem which has been formulated as an imbalanced pattern classification prob-

lem in last chapter. The researchers in I2R, A*Star, Singapore found that

the SimPLS based classifier works well for imbalanced pattern classification

problems like voice conversion and speaker state classification [38]. The

speaker state classification problem aims to predict a speaker’s state is intox-

ication/sleepiness or not [85]. In these applications, SIMPLS gave extremely

better prediction accuracy to the class with the smaller data number. An

asymmetric SIMPLS (ASIMPLS) classifier was introduced to enhance the

performance of SIMPLS to the class with the larger data number in [38].

Hence, the method is applied to emotional sentence identification problem

in this chapter. The method is expected to generate good accuracy for emo-
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tional sentences (True Positive Rate) which is difficult for some traditional

methods.

Partial Least Squares (PLS) is a well known dimension reduction method

that has been recently adapted for high dimensional classification problems.

An asymmetric PLS classifier was proposed to solve the problem of unbal-

anced pattern classification in the biomedical field [36]. In [36], an algorithm

of adjusting the boundary in the score vector space of the training data

was proposed to balance the True Positive Rate (TPR) and True Negative

Rate (TNR). SIMPLS is an alternative approach to PLS and it is widely

used in practice due to its fast and avoidance of matrix inverse calcula-

tion [86]. A SIMPLS based classifier has been proposed to solve the speaker

state classification problem in [38]. An algorithm was proposed to adapt

the model obtained by SIMPLS to different distribution of development data

sets, which is assumed to reflect the distribution of real-world data set. The

asymmetric SIMPLS classifier has been evaluated with the SLC corpus for

INTERSPEECH 2011 Speaker State Challenge [85, 38] which aims to detect

the sleepiness of a speaker. Experimental results show that the asymmet-

ric SIMPLS classifier features the properties of fast, a high accuracy of the

minority class, and less susceptible to the distribution of different classes.

In this chapter, we investigate the effect of SIMPLS in the text based emo-

tion identification tasks. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2

presents theoretical study on the effect of asymmetric SIMPLS for unbal-

anced data classification. In Section 3.3, experiments on the UIUC children

story corpus are reported, including feature sets, performance comparison of

different classifiers, and the performance analysis. Conclusions and future

work are discussed in Section 3.4.
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3.2 Asymmetric SIMPLS Classifier

Given a feature matrix X ∈ RN×M and a label matrix y ∈ RN×1, SIMPLS

aims to find a predictive linear model [86]

Ŷ = XB (3.1)

where N is the number of samples andM is the dimension of features. Here y

is one dimensional in binary classification problems. The solution is obtained

by extracting the successive orthogonal factors of X and Y,

ta = X0ra (3.2)

and

ua = Y0qa, a = 1, 2, ..., A (3.3)

with the following four restrictions, where X0 = X − mean(X), Y0 = Y −

mean(Y), and A ≤M .

(i) The covariance of ua and ta is maximized: max(u′ata) = max(q′a(Y
′
0X0)ra);

(ii) ra is normalized: r′ara = 1;

(iii) qa is normalized: q′aqa = 1; and

(iv) The scores are orthogonal to each other: t′bta = 0 for a > b.

The algorithm of extracting scores and loadings of X and Y is shown in

Algorithm 1 [86, 38].

In the algorithm, the score vector ta is normalized by ta = ta/
√

t′a ∗ ta.

According to the restriction (iv), we have T′T = I where T = [t1, ..., tA]. To
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Algorithm 1 Asymmetric SIMPLS Training
Input: Feature set X, Label y, and Number of components A
Variables:Projection matrix R,

score vectors T and U, loading P and Q
R = []; V = []; Q = []; T = []; U = [];
y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ]′; X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xN ]′

y0 = y −mean(y); X0 = X−mean(X);
S = X′0y0

for i = 1 to A do
qi = dominant eigenvectors of S′S
ri = S ∗ qi
ti = X0 ∗ ri
normti = SQRT(t′iti)
ti = ti/normti
ri = ri/normti
pi = X′0 ∗ ti
qi = yT0 ∗ ti
ui = y0 ∗ qi
vi = pi
if i > 1 then

vi = vi −V ∗ (V′ ∗ pi)
ui = ui −T ∗ (T′ ∗ ui)

end if
vi = vi/SQRT(v′i ∗ vi)
S = S− vi ∗ (v′i ∗ S)
ri, ti,pi,qi,ui, and vi into
R,T,P,Q,U, and V, respectively.

end for
B = R ∗Q′
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predict the label of the samples,

Ŷ0 = TT′Y0 = X0RR′X′0Y0 = X0RR′S0 (3.4)

Hence, B in (3.1) can be written as:

B = R(R′S0) = R(T′Y0) = RQ′ (3.5)

The labels of new samples can be predicted by

Ŷ∗ = X∗0B (3.6)

where X∗0 = X∗ −mean(X∗) and X∗ is the new feature matrix.

Inspired by [36], we would like to look deeper into the label prediction.

PLS will find the score and loading vectors in (3.2) and (3.3). The inner

relation between X and Y can be estimated by the regression coefficient b

via the latent variables [86]:

ûa = bata (3.7)

ba = u′ata/(t
′
ata) (3.8)

Hence, the algorithm of predicting labels for new samples is summarized in

Algorithm 2. From Algorithm 2, we have

Ŷ = sign(
A∑
i=1

bitiq
′
i) = sign(

A∑
i=1

miti) = sign(m · t) (3.9)

One can see that the label Ŷ is a function of the score vectors t. The

algorithm generated a borderline which is a hyper plane in the score space
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Algorithm 2 Predicting labels for new samples using PLS.
Input: New feature matrix X; projection matrix R, regression coefficients
b, loading P and Q obtained by Algorithm 1 on the training set.
Output: Predicted Label Ŷ of X

X0 = X−mean(X)
for i = 1 to A do

ti = Xi−1ri;
Xi = Xi−1 − tip

′
i;

end for

Ŷ = sign(
A∑
i=1

bitiq
′
i)

of feature matrix X, which goes through the original point. An example

of the borderline obtained on a synthetic data set is shown in Fig. 3.1. In

the figure, the X-axis and Y-axis denote the first and second dimension of

the score vector t. The borderline draw in dash-dot line goes through the

original point (0, 0), which is away from the center of the minority class.

If we classify the points using this borderline, many samples belonging to

the majority class will be miss-classified. A method was proposed in [36]

to adjust the borderline to enhance the accuracy of majority samples. The

idea is to move the borderline towards to the center of minority class by

estimating the radii of the two classes.

bias = mean(tp)−(mean(tp)−mean(tn))∗std(tp)/(std(tp)+std(tn)) (3.10)

where std is the standard deviation function. The score vector of minority

class is tp, and the score vector of majority class is tn. Equation (3.9) can

be written as

Ŷ = sign(m · t)−m1bias (3.11)
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Figure 3.1: Asymmetric SIMPLS classifier is illustrated on a synthetic
dataset.

The adjusted borderline is also shown in Fig. 3.1 drawn by the real line. One

can see that the line is more close to the center of minority class.

3.3 Experimental Results

The method is evaluated using the UIUC children’s stories corpus [1], which

consists of 176 stories by Grimm’s, Andersen, and Potter. The features

are same as those in Chapter 2, which include special punctuations, num-

ber of positive and negative words, and emotional words. A 149 dimension

feature vector is generated for each sentence. SVM, Extreme Learning Ma-

chine (ELM) [87], and APLS [36] methods are employed to compare with

our algorithm. Criterions including True Positive Rate (TPR), True Neg-

ative Rate (TNR), Weighted Accuracy (WA), Unweighted Accuracy (UA),
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Table 3.1: System performance of different methods.

SVM SVM-S ELM ELM-S APLS ASimPLS
Emotional(%) 0.352 0.713 0.204 0.581 0.708 0.736
Neutral(%) 0.895 0.599 0.911 0.605 0.611 0.582
WA(%) 0.712 0.637 0.672 0.596 0.644 0.634
UA(%) 0.624 0.656 0.558 0.593 0.660 0.659
Precise 0.632 0.475 0.561 0.459 0.482 0.473
Recall 0.352 0.713 0.204 0.581 0.708 0.736
F1 0.452 0.570 0.279 0.486 0.573 0.575
GMean 0.562 0.653 0.410 0.547 0.657 0.654
AUC 0.609 0.643 0.541 0.580 0.647 0.646
Time(S) 90.8 237.0 0.3 55.5 143.9 4.4

and F-Measure are employed to evaluate the methods. A five-fold cross val-

idation is conducted, and the results are shown in Table 3.1. One can find

that SVM and ELM obtained high accuracies for neutral sentences and low

accuracies for emotional sentences, which is the effect of the imbalanced data

set as we discussed in previous chapters. SVM-S and ELM-S denote the

two methods with SMOTE [23] technologies which over-samples the minor-

ity samples in the training set before the data is sent to the classifiers. The

two methods achieved a better balance between TPR and TNR. APLS [36]

method obtained a balanced result without using any preprocessing technolo-

gies. ASimPLS method obtained a competitive result with APLS method us-

ing less time. ELM method is the fastest one among all the algorithms, and

it will be slower than ASimPLS if SMOTE technology is applied to generate

new samples.

To show the borderline of the classifier clearly, we illustrate the two di-

mension score vector space of the data set in Fig. 3.2. In the figure, the

vectors of first and second dimension of the score matrix are X-axis and Y-

axis respectively. The dash dot line denotes the borderline without using the
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bias. The real line denotes the borderline after adjusting. One can see that

the centers of positive and negative samples are very close. Hence, the bias

calculated by (3.10) is quite small. The biased borderline is closer to the

center of positive samples, which will increase the TNR.

3.3.1 Highly agree corpus

In the UIUC corpus, the two annotators may annotate different labels for a

same sentence. We select the sentences labeled with same emotions by the

two annotators to evaluate our algorithm. Ideally, the results should be better

than those obtained using the sentences annotated by the first annotator

because more people agree with the new labels. The results obtained by

different methods on the highly agree corpus in a five-fold cross validation is

shown in Table 3.2. As discussed in last chapter, the highly agree corpus is

more imbalanced than the whole corpus. However, one can find that SVM

method outperforms all the other methods, which is not the expected result.

Both APLS and ASimPLS method obtained a very high TPR and a very low

TNR. We plot the first two dimensions of the score vector space of the feature

set in Fig. 3.3. In the figure, we can find that the distribution of testing

samples is not same as the training samples, which may be the reason for

the failing of ASimPLS. To prove this, a 2-fold cross validation experiment

was conducted, which increased the number of samples in the testing data

set. The results are shown in Table 3.3. We can see that ASimPLS method

could generate competitive results with SVM. The score vector space of the

data set is shown in Fig. 3.4. Compared to Fig. 3.3, the distribution of the

testing set is more similar to the training set. The SVM method obtained
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Figure 3.2: The score vector space of the feature set.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of system performance of different methods on the
highly agree data set.

SVM SVM-S ELM ELM-S APLS ASimPLS
Emotional 0.408 0.972 0.318 0.762 0.853 0.960
Neutral 0.917 0.033 0.765 0.282 0.249 0.087
WA 0.772 0.301 0.635 0.418 0.421 0.336
UA 0.662 0.502 0.541 0.522 0.551 0.524
Precise 0.662 0.286 0.479 0.333 0.365 0.297
Recall 0.408 0.972 0.318 0.762 0.853 0.960
F1 0.505 0.442 0.294 0.427 0.468 0.453
GMean 0.611 0.176 0.390 0.336 0.244 0.223
AUC 0.643 0.472 0.517 0.496 0.525 0.495
Time(S) 41.4 140.9 0.2 12.7 18.0 1.9

Table 3.3: Results obtained in the 2-fold cross validation experiment.

SVM SVM-S ELM ELM-S APLS ASimPLS
Emotional 0.408 0.457 0.344 0.808 0.992 0.587
Neutral 0.916 0.879 0.841 0.249 0.007 0.736
WA 0.771 0.759 0.698 0.409 0.288 0.694
UA 0.662 0.668 0.592 0.529 0.499 0.662
Precise 0.659 0.602 0.509 0.333 0.285 0.471
Recall 0.408 0.457 0.344 0.808 0.992 0.587
F1 0.504 0.520 0.378 0.445 0.443 0.523
GMean 0.611 0.634 0.514 0.334 0.083 0.657
AUC 0.643 0.650 0.571 0.503 0.470 0.644
Time(S) 9.9 33.3 0.2 4.7 6.0 3.1

almost same results as in the 5-fold experiments, which demonstrates that it

is very stable.

3.3.2 Number of components

When we build the PLS model, a very important issue is the choice of the

optimal number of components k. In this experiment, we set the value of k

from 1 to 100, and run the system to evaluate the influence of k. The F1

values obtained on the whole corpus and the highly agree corpus are shown
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Figure 3.3: The score vector space of the feature set of highly agree corpus.
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Figure 3.5: The system performance with different number of components.

in Fig. 3.5. One can see from the figure that the F1 value achieved highest

when the number of components is 2, and became stable until k is about

30 for the whole data set. When k > 30, the system performance decreased

heavily, which means that the information contained in the high dimensional

components became noise. Similar trend can be found on the highly agree

corpus.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have employed a SIMPLS based method to identify emo-

tional sentences in an article. Experiments on a children story corpus have

been conducted, and the results demonstrated that the method could obtain

competitive results with existing methods using less time. The method has

been proved to be able to generate good TPR as expected.
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Chapter 4

Classifier Fusion for Emotion

Identification

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate the methods of fusing different classifiers to

identify emotional sentences in text. The assumption is that combining clas-

sifiers with different properties will lead to a better system. A new classifier

called Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [87] is employed to solve the emo-

tion identification problem. ELM has been proved to be efficient in many

classification problems like EEG signal processing [88], cancer diagnosis [89]

and protein sequence classification [90] etc. We employ ELM to predict a sen-

tence is emotional or not in this work. Other classifiers like LDA-Imbalance

and ASimPLS are also used in this chapter. The features extracted form

sentences include UniGram, Subjective words, and special punctuations etc.

Besides these traditional features, we calculate the emotion value of each

words based on some seed emotional words. The emotion values of these

words are used to calculate the emotion value of a sentence, and the values

of sentences are taken as features for classification. We divide the feature

sets into three subsets, and we train a model on each subset using ELM and
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ASimPLS. Then the six models are combined using fusion methods. Two

fusion methods are employed in this chapter: a weighted summation method

and the FoCal method. The contributions of this chapter are highlighted as

follows:

(i) a fusion system is proposed to identify emotional sentences in an article;

(ii) the ELM method is employed to solve the text based emotion identifi-

cation problem; and

(iii) a feature that represents the emotion values of a word is presented, and

the feature is used to calculate the emotion of a sentence.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The proposed fusion

system for predicting emotional sentences is presented in Section 4.2. Our

method is evaluated on a children story corpus and the results are reported

in Section 4.3. We conclude our work in Section 4.4.

4.2 A fusion system for emotional sentence iden-

tification

Figure 4.1 illustrates the structure of the proposed fusion system which is

composed of six sub-systems with three different feature sets and two classi-

fiers. Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [23] technology

is applied before the features are sent to ELM because the data set is highly

imbalanced. ELM is the classifier that will be evaluated in this work. ASim-

PLS [38] is selected because the results in last chapter shew that it could

generate good results for emotion identification in text. The fusion of the
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the proposed fusion system.

six classifiers are carried out using two different methods: the FoCal fusion

method and a weighted summation method.

4.2.1 Features

Features extracted from the sentences include special punctuations, number

of positive and negative words, emotional words, and UniGram. Some exam-

ples of the features are shown in Table 4.1. The special punctuation feature

is extracted directly from the sentences. Each punctuation is represented by

a boolean value. The positive and negative words are obtained online1. We

only take the number of positive words and the number of negative words in

a sentence as the features. Reported by [3], a set of subjective words could

generate good results in emotion identification. We take the same set of

subjective words2 as our features. There are more than 8, 000 words in the

list, and we select those appear in the corpus more than 10 times as features.

Only 373 subjective words left after selection, and we set a boolean value

for each word in the feature vectors. UniGram is also taken as a feature of

1http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm
2http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/subj_lexicon.html
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Table 4.1: Some examples of the features used in the classification system.

Feature Example
Special punctuation ",!,?
Positive word counts 0,1,2,3,4,5,other
Negative word counts 0,1,2,3,4,5,other
WordNet emotion words anger, fear, happiness
Emotion of words terrible [5,1,3,29,0,2]
Subjective words anxious, clever

a sentence. Only the words appear more than 25 times in the corpus are

selected.

Furthermore, about 300 emotional words are collected using WordNet

Affect [83, 84] and Internet. These emotional words often represent the emo-

tion of a sentence directly. We also set a boolean value for each word in

the feature. We believe that words that are not in the list also can repre-

sent emotions, and they are important features for identifying an emotional

sentence. Taking the 300 emotional words as seed words, we calculate the

emotion of all the words existing in the corpus using WordNet. The emotion

of a word is represented by a vector −→r = [r1, ..., r6] where each element of

the vector is an integer denoting the magnitude of an emotion. The meaning

of each element is [Surprise Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sad ]. The emotion of

a word is calculated in two directions. The first direction is that if a given

word appears in the synset of a happy word, the value of happy emotion of

the given word will plus one. Similarly, if a happy word exists in the synset

of a given word, the value of happy emotion of this word also pluses one. The

emotion of a sentence is calculated by summing the emotion of its words.
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4.2.2 Classifiers

Two classifiers are employed in the fusion system. The first one is ASim-

PLS [38] which is a classifier that has been used for speaker state classifi-

cation tasks. ELM [87, 88] is a learning method derived from Single Layer

Feedforward Network (SLFN). It has been proved that to train a SLFN, one

may fix the weights between input neurons and hidden neurons, and only ad-

just the weights between hidden neurons and output neurons [91]. Inspired

by this, ELM randomly chooses and fixes the weights between input neu-

rons and hidden neurons, and then determines the weights between hidden

neurons and output neurons of the SLFN.

Given a training set {(xk, tk)|xk ∈ Rn×1, tk ∈ Rm×1, k = 1, . . . , N}, a

SLFN with Ñ hidden neurons and activation function g(x) is modeled as

Ñ∑
i=1

βig(wi · xk + bi) = ok (4.1)

where wi ∈ Rn×1 is the vector of weights between the input neurons and the

ith hidden neuron, and βi ∈ Rm×1 is the weight vector of the ith hidden

neuron and the output neurons. The vector ok is the output, and bi is the

threshold of the ith hidden neuron. The equations for the N samples can be

written in matrix format:

Hβ = O (4.2)

where

H =


g(w1 · x1 + b1) · · · g(wÑ · x1 + bÑ)

... · · · ...

g(w1 · xN + b1) · · · g(wÑ · xN + bÑ)

 (4.3)
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β =


βT1
...

βT
Ñ

 (4.4)

and

O =


oT1
...

oTN

 (4.5)

ELM randomly assigns the input weights wi and the threshold bi accord-

ing to some continues probability density function, and calculate the output

weights βi by solving

β̂ = arg min
β
‖ Hβ −T ‖2 (4.6)

where

T =


tT1
...

tTN

 (4.7)

The solution is given by [88]

β̂ = H+T = (HTH)−1HTT (4.8)

4.2.3 Fusion of Classifiers

Two fusion methods are employed: FoCal fusion and weighted summation

fusion. Three data sets: training, development, and testing data sets are

needed for fusion of classifiers. A set of scores are obtained for samples in

the development data set, and we train a set of weights for the classifiers to
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make the weighted summation of the scores obtained on the development set

achieve the best accuracy. For a new sample, a set of scores are obtained by

the single classifiers. The final score of this sample is the weighted summation

of all the scores. The sample is then classified into a class according to the

final score.

4.2.3.1 FoCal fusion

We conduct linear logistic regression fusion using FoCal toolkit [92] which is a

MATLAB toolkit for evaluation, fusion and calibration of statistical pattern

recognizers. To train the fusion parameters, a set of supervised training

scores are obtained first, and an objective function is defined in terms of

these scores. The fusion weights are obtained by optimizing this objective.

As shown in (4.9), the predicted score of a new sample x is a weighted

summation of the scores obtained by different classifiers.

ŷ(x) =
k∑
i=1

αiyi(x) + β (4.9)

where α = [α1, . . . , αk] is the vector contains the weight of each classifier,

and k is the number of classifiers. The value yi(x) is the log-likelihood of a

sample x belonging to positive or negative class obtained by classifier i. The

vector β is a bias to adjust the summation. For two classes classification

problems, β has two dimensions. We solve the following optimal problems

to obtain α and β.

arg min(−
N∑
x=1

wx log2 Px) (4.10)
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where wx = 1
Npos

if x belongs to the positive class, and Npos is the number

of positive samples in the data set. Similarly, wx = 1
Nneg

if x belongs to the

negative class. N is the number of all training samples. The probability

Px =
exp(ŷc(x)(x))

exp(ŷpos(x)) + exp(ŷneg(x))
(4.11)

where c(x) = pos or c(x) = neg is the class that x belongs to, and ŷc(x)(x)

is obtained by (4.9). Many methods can be used to find the solution of

this optimal problem. We used a conjugate gradient algorithm3 to find the

solution.

4.2.3.2 Weighted summation

A weighted summation fusion method is also used to generate combination

results:

ŷ(x) =
k∑
i=1

wiyi(x) (4.12)

where x is an instance of the development set and yi(x), i = 1, . . . , k are

scores generated by the subsystems, and k is the number of subsystems. The

weight wi ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1}. We tried all the combination of wi for all

classifiers to obtain the best F1 value on the development data set. The

group of weights which obtains the best performance is selected to fuse the

results obtained on the testing set.

3The details are available at http://www.dsp.sun.ac.za/ nbrummer/focal/index.htm
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Table 4.2: The number of neutral and emotional sentences in the corpus.

Neutral Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise
Sentence Number 6016 261 199 354 825 422 342

4.3 Experimental results

4.3.1 Data set

We utilize the UIUC children’s stories corpus [11], which consists of 176

stories from Grimm, Andersen, and Potter. In the corpus, every sentence

is annotated with one of the eight labels: neutral, angry, disgust, fearful,

happy, sad, positive surprised, and negative surprised. In this chapter, we

take the positive and negative surprised as one class. Two annotators finished

all the labeling, and there are disagreement between the annotators. In

our experiments, we only select the sentences that are annotated with same

labels by the two annotators. The numbers of different emotional sentences

are shown in Table 4.2. It can be seen from the table that the data sets are

highly imbalanced where the number of neutral sentences is much bigger than

the summation of all the other sentences. For ELM method, the SMOTE [23]

technology was applied before we trained the models to solve this imbalanced

problem.

4.3.2 Performance of ELM

A five-fold cross validation is conducted on different feature sets. The evalu-

ation criteria include unweighted accuracy, weighted accuracy, precise, recall,

and F1. The relative definitions are given in Equations (2.38) and (2.39).

Table 4.3 shows the experimental results of cross validation of ELM, ELM
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with SMOTE, LDA-Imbalance proposed in Chapter 2 and ASimPLS in Chap-

ter 3. The time consuming reported in the table includes the time of training

models and generating results for testing samples. One can see that ELM

takes less than one second to finish running with all the features, which is

the fastest among the algorithms. However, the system performance is af-

fected by the imbalanced data set. ELM with SMOTE (ELM-S) technology

could improve the performance. For ELM-S method, the best performance

is achieved using the Other feature set, which means that simply putting

all features together may even decrease the system performance. Classifier

fusion may be a method to utilize all the features.

Table 4.3: Comparison of experimental results obtained by different classifiers
on different feature sets.

Method TPR TNR % UA % WA Precise Recall F1 Time(s)
All Features

ELM 0.002 1.0 0.501 0.715 0.157 0.002 0.003 0.72
ELM-S 0.581 0.489 0.535 0.515 0.313 0.581 0.405 65.2
LDA-I-A 0.643 0.362 0.501 0.442 0.334 0.640 0.296 154.5
ASimPLS 0.794 0.624 0.709 0.672 0.459 0.794 0.581 13.0

Subjective Words
ELM 0.002 0.999 0.500 0.714 0.264 0.002 0.004 0.2
ELM-S 0.546 0.525 0.535 0.530 0.318 0.546 0.398 19.4
LDA-I-A 0.600 0.718 0.659 0.684 0.466 0.600 0.520 9.6
ASimPLS 0.596 0.720 0.658 0.684 0.464 0.596 0.519 3.7

UniGram
ELM 0.001 0.999 0.500 0.714 0.120 0.000 0.001 0.426
ELM-S 0.538 0.509 0.524 0.518 0.305 0.538 0.389 37.6
LDA-I-A 0.648 0.720 0.684 0.699 0.480 0.648 0.551 35.1
ASimPLS 0.706 0.686 0.696 0.692 0.473 0.706 0.567 7.0

Other
ELM 0.245 0.835 0.540 0.666 0.502 0.245 0.258 0.1
ELM-S 0.687 0.419 0.553 0.494 0.371 0.687 0.436 9.6
LDA-I-A 0.410 0.600 0.505 0.547 0.537 0.410 0.199 1.6
ASimPLS 0.895 0.236 0.566 0.423 0.324 0.895 0.472 1.6
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Figure 4.2: Performance of ELM-SMOTE with difference number of hidden
nodes using the All Features set.

To investigate the influence to the performance caused by the number of

hidden nodes, we conduct a set of five-fold cross validation experiments using

ELM-SMOTE method. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2. One can see that

the UA value and the F1 value did not change much when the number of

hidden nodes grew. The value of WA decreases with the growing of hidden

nodes number, which means that the accuracy of minority samples increases,

while the accuracy of majority samples decreases. Hence, the UA and F1

values keep stable.

4.3.3 Performance of classifier fusion

To test a fusion method, we need to have training, development, and testing

data sets. A five fold cross validation experiment was conducted in Sec-

tion 4.3.2. We select the first three sentence groups of the first round as
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Table 4.4: System performance of different fusion methods.

Classifier TPR TNR % UA % WA Precise Recall F1
Train vs. Develop

ELM-SW 0.589 0.421 0.505 0.470 0.293 0.589 0.391
ELM-UGram 0.542 0.526 0.534 0.531 0.318 0.542 0.401
ELM-Other 0.846 0.141 0.494 0.345 0.286 0.846 0.428
ASimPLS-SW 0.606 0.718 0.662 0.686 0.467 0.606 0.527
ASimPLS-UGram 0.696 0.692 0.694 0.693 0.479 0.696 0.567
ASimPLS-Other 0.852 0.377 0.614 0.514 0.357 0.852 0.503
Simple-Fusion 0.760 0.702 0.731 0.719 0.509 0.760 0.610
Focal-Fusion 0.663 0.783 0.723 0.748 0.554 0.663 0.604

Train+Develop vs. Test
ELM-SW 0.483 0.614 0.549 0.576 0.340 0.483 0.399
ELM-UGram 0.505 0.519 0.512 0.515 0.302 0.505 0.378
ELM-Other 0.413 0.851 0.632 0.723 0.533 0.413 0.466
ASimPLS-SW 0.548 0.744 0.646 0.687 0.469 0.548 0.505
ASimPLS-UGram 0.705 0.676 0.690 0.684 0.472 0.705 0.565
ASimPLS-Other 0.857 0.305 0.581 0.466 0.337 0.857 0.484
Simple-Fusion 0.690 0.725 0.708 0.715 0.508 0.690 0.585
Focal-Fusion 0.670 0.767 0.719 0.739 0.542 0.670 0.599

Single classifiers with all features
ELM-All 0.434 0.639 0.536 0.579 0.331 0.434 0.375
ASimPLS-All 0.770 0.642 0.706 0.679 0.470 0.770 0.583

the training set. The fourth group is taken as the development set, and the

fifth group is set to be the testing set. The results obtained by single clas-

sifiers and the fusion system are listed in Table 4.4. The first half of the

table shows the results obtained on the development data set. One can see

that ASimPLS method with Other feature set obtained the best accuracy of

predicting emotional sentences on both development and testing set. ELM

method obtained best TNR value on the testing set. The Simple fusion and

Focal fusion methods could obtain better UA, WA and F1 values than all

the single classifiers on the development set. The parameters obtained on the

development set are applied to the classification of testing set. The second
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half of the table shows the results obtained on the testing set. We can find

that both of the two fusion methods could generate better WA, Recall, and

F1 values than the single classifiers. The last part shows the system perfor-

mance of ELM and ASimPLS methods using all the features. One can find

that the fusion methods also outperform single algorithms with all features.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, ELM has been applied to predict emotional sentences in a

story. The evaluation on a children story corpus showed that ELM method

was very fast although it was affected by the imbalanced data set. A fusion

system has been proposed to combine ELM and ASimPLS with three dif-

ference feature sets. The experimental results demonstrated that the fusion

method could generate better performance than single classifiers.
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Chapter 5

Emotional Sentence Identification

using Data Association

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a method to automatically identify emotional

sentences in an article using the association relationship between words, bi-

grams, and sentences. We assume that emotional sentences have close rela-

tionship with emotional words and emotional bigrams. Emotion detection

in text is formulated as a graph based ranking problem. A score is given to

each sentence in an article, and the sentences with higher scores are taken

as emotional ones. A mutual reinforcement learning method is proposed to

solve the ranking problem. A set of emotional words is collected manually,

and a set of emotional bigrams is extracted from the training corpus. The

relationships between words, bigrams, and the testing sentences are calcu-

lated first, and an iterative method is introduced to calculate the scores of

the sentences. We evaluate our method on the UIUC children’s tales corpus,

and the algorithm is proved to be efficient for detecting emotional sentences

in text. The contributions of this chapter are highlighted as follows:

(i) the emotional sentences identification problem is formulated as a rank-
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ing problem;

(ii) a mutual reinforcement method is presented to solve the graph based

ranking problem; and

(iii) the mutual reinforcement method is applied to identify emotional sen-

tences in an article, which employs the association between words, bi-

grams, and sentences.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the

proposed algorithm of identifying emotional sentences in an article using

data association. Our method is evaluated on the UIUC children’s tales

corpora and the results are reported in Section 5.3. We conclude our work

in Section 5.4.

5.2 Emotional sentences detection in an article

In this chapter, we assume that a sentence is more emotional if it contains

more emotional words and bigrams. Similarly, a word/bigram is more emo-

tional if it appears in many emotional sentences and it is similar to many

emotional bigrams/words. Based on the assumptions, an iteration method

is presented to calculate the emotion scores of the sentences, words, and

bigrams.

5.2.1 Mutual-reinforcement ranking

In this work, we first collect a set of emotional words and select a set of emo-

tional bigrams from the training set. All the words, bigrams and sentences

are given an equal initial emotional score. The mutual influence between
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words, bigrams and testing sentences are then calculated to generate the

final score of each sentence.

A set of emotional words are collected using WordNet Affect [83, 84] and

Internet. To reduce the computing time, we only select the words that appear

in the corpus to calculate the scores. A set of emotional bigrams are selected

from the training sentences, and the method is shown in Algorithm 3. If a

bigram contains an emotional word, it is considered as an emotional bigram.

Otherwise, if a bigram appears more frequently in emotional sentences than

in neutral sentences, it is also taken as an emotional bigram.

Algorithm 3 Select emotional bigrams from training data.
1: Input: a bigram B = {w1, w2} and an emotional word set S
2: Output: 1 if B is an emotional bigram; 0 otherwise.
3: if w1 ∈ S or w2 ∈ S then
4: return 1;
5: else
6: Pe = Ne

Se
where Ne is the times that B appears in emotional sentences,

and Se is the number of emotional sentences in the training set.
7: Pn = Nn

Sn
where Nn is the times that B appears in neutral sentences,

and Sn is the number of neutral sentences in the training set.
8: if Pe > Pn then
9: return 1;

10: else
11: return 0;
12: end if
13: end if

As shown in Fig. 5.1, an undirected graph is constructed for a given

corpus, where the term vertexes, bigram vertexes and sentence vertexes are

connected by the weighted edges in the graph. The weight of the edge con-
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Figure 5.1: An undirected graph constructed for a document.

necting term tl and sentence si is defined as

wst(i, l) =

 1 if tl appears in si

0 otherwise
(5.1)

The weight of the edge connecting a sentence si and a bigram gj is calculated

by

wsg(i, j) =

 1 if gj appears in si

0 otherwise
(5.2)

The weight of the edge connecting term tl and a bigram gj is

wgt(j, l) =

 1 if tl appears in gj

0 otherwise
(5.3)

Based on the assumptions raised in this chapter, the emotional score of a sen-

tence is higher if it has close relationship with emotional words and bigrams.
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We calculate the rank of each node in the graph with:


r(si) = α1

∑k
j=1wsg(i, j)r(gj) + β1

∑m
l=1wst(i, l)r(tl)

r(gj) = α2

∑n
i=1wsg(i, j)r(si) + γ1

∑m
l=1 wgt(j, l)r(tl)

r(tl) = β2

∑n
i=1wst(i, l)r(si) + γ2

∑k
j=1wgt(j, l)r(gj)

(5.4)

where r(si) is the score of sentence si which will determine the rank of si,

r(gj) is the rank of bigram gj, and r(tl) is the rank of term tl. The integer m,

n and k are the number of terms, sentences and bigrams respectively. The

weights wst(i, l), wsg(i, j) and wgt(j, l) are calculated by (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3)

respectively. The parameters αi, βi and γi, i = 1, 2 balance the influence of

different mutual effects to the ranks of all items.

The formula (5.4) can be written in the matrix form:


~r(s) = α1Wsg

~r(g) + β1Wst
~r(t)

~r(g) = α2W
′
sg
~r(s) + γ1Wgt

~r(t)

~r(t) = β2W
′
st
~r(s) + γ2W

′
gt
~r(g)

(5.5)

where ~r(s) = [r(s1), . . . , r(sn)]T , ~r(g) = [r(g1), . . . , r(gk)]
T , ~r(t) = [r(t1), . . . , r(tm)]T ,

Wsg(i, j) = wsg(i, j), Wst(i, l) = wst(i, l) and Wgt(j, l) = wgt(j, l). The

ranks are normalized after each iteration through:


~r(s) = ~r(s)/‖ ~r(s)‖
~r(g) = ~r(g)/‖ ~r(g)‖
~r(t) = ~r(t)/‖ ~r(t)‖

(5.6)

where ‖~x‖ =
√∑

x2
i , ~x = [xi]

T , i = 1, 2, · · · . The ranks of terms, sentences

and bigrams are initialized equally to be 1, and the algorithm is converged
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when the difference between the two successive ranks below a given threshold

(here we use 1e− 4).

5.2.2 Convergence analysis

As one of the fundamental problems of the iteration algorithm, convergence

of the presented algorithm is discussed in this section. Our method can be

written in the following format


~r(g) = α1Wgg

~r(g) + β1W
′
sg
~r(s) + γ1Wgt

~r(t)

~r(s) = α2Wsg
~r(g) + β2Wss

~r(s) + γ2Wst
~r(t)

~r(t) = α3W
′
gt
~r(g) + β3W

′
st
~r(s) + γ3Wtt

~r(t)

(5.7)

where Wgg, Wss, and Wtt are zero matrixes. The vectors ~rg, ~rs, and ~rt denote

the ranking scores of bigrams, sentences, and terms. The feature Wgg is the

bigram-bigram affinity matrix, Wsg is the sentence-bigram affinity matrix,

Wgt is the bigram-term affinity matrix, and so on. αi, βi, and γi, i = 1, 2, 3

are weights to balance the relative weights among bigrams, sentences, and

terms. It is worth noting that αi, βi, and γi here have no relationship with

those in (5.4) and (5.5). In [93], it is proved that if the matrix

M =


α1Wgg β1W

′
sg γ1Wgt

α2Wsg β2Wss γ2Wst

α3W
′
gt β3W

′
st γ3Wtt

 (5.8)

is stochastic and irreducible, the algorithm will converge at a unique ranking.

The following revises are taken to make M stochastic and irreducible. (i)

Let X denote any of the following three matrixes Wgg, Wss, and Wtt. We
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revise X to X̄ = [1/k]k×1[1]1×k, where k is the order of X. (ii) The matrixes

Wsg, W′
sg, Wgt, W′

gt, Wst and W′
st are normalized by columns, and denoted

by W̄sg, W̄′
sg, W̄gt, W̄′

gt, W̄st and W̄′
st. (iii) We force

∑3
i=1 αi =

∑3
i=1 βi =∑3

i=1 γi = 1. To alleviate the effect of matrix X̄, we set α1, β2 and γ3 be a

small number.

It can be proved that M̄ =


α1W̄gg β1W̄

′
sg γ1W̄gt

α2W̄sg β2W̄ss γ2W̄st

α3W̄
′
gt β3W̄

′
st γ3W̄tt

 is stochastic

and irreducible. We use M̄ to replace M, and our method will converge to a

unique ranking vector. In our experiments, the algorithm converges without

adding the third restriction.

5.3 Experimental results

Our experiments of detecting emotional sentences are conducted on the UIUC

Children’s Story corpus [11] which consists of 176 stories by Grimm’s, Ander-

sen, and Potter. Every sentence in the corpus is annotated with one of the

seven emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and neutral by

two annotators. Here we will only consider two classes: neutral sentences and

non-neutral sentences. Five-fold cross validation was conducted to evaluate

our method. The original form of the words in every sentence are obtained

using the Stanford Parser [94]. We also obtain the bigrams of every sentence.

We manually collected 3898 subjective words and a set of stop words. The

emotional words appearing in the corpus are selected to calculate the asso-

ciations. The stop words are removed from the word list. The emotional

bigrams learned from the training data set are used to learn the associations.
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True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR), unweighted ac-

curacy (UA), weighted accuracy (WA), and F-Measures are employed to

measure the system performances.

The system performance is shown in Table 5.1. SVM and Extreme Learn-

ing Machine (ELM) [87] are employed to compare with our algorithm. We

use the set of emotional words and bigrams for calculating the associations as

the features of SVM and ELM. If an emotional word or an emotional bigram

appears in a sentence, we add a new dimension to the feature and the value

is set to be 1. Otherwise, the value is set to be 0. The features obtained are

about 5, 000 dimensions. No other features are employed for SVM and ELM

as we would like to compare the system performance of different algorithms

with the same feature set. As discussed in previous chapters, there are much

more neutral sentences in an article than the emotional ones. Some methods

like SVM and ELM are affected by the imbalanced data set. As shown in the

table, the TNR obtained by these two methods are very high while the TPR

are quite low. Over-sampling techniques like SMOTE [23] could alleviate the

influence of the imbalanced data set. In our experiments, we over-sampled

the positive training samples, and made the number of emotional sentences

same as the number of neutral ones. One can see that the method proposed

in this chapter (Ranking) could obtain a better TPR than SVM method.

However, the TNR decreased about 15%. The ELMSmote method could get

best TPR while a very low TNR. SVMSmote obtained 100% on TPR and

0% on TNR, which means the positive data is over over-sampled. The per-

formance of methods using SMOTE technologies could increase if we adjust

the number of positive samples that be over-sampled. However, it is unfair

for the other methods as they are using the default parameters. Hence, we
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Table 5.1: System performance obtained by different methods.

Methods TPR TNR WA UA Precision Recall F1 Time
Ranking 0.496 0.743 0.660 0.620 0.496 0.496 0.496 19.7
SVM 0.454 0.891 0.744 0.673 0.681 0.454 0.544 4434.3
SVMSmote 0.999 0.001 0.337 0.500 0.337 0.999 0.504 9867.7
ELM 0.0 1.000 0.663 0.500 0.462 0.004 0.010 6.3
ELMSmote 0.614 0.393 0.468 0.503 0.347 0.614 0.432 1176.8

only report the performance of SVMSmote and ELMSmote with the default

parameters here. The time consuming reported here includes the time of

training a model and predicting the labels of new samples. One can see

that the Ranking method and ELM method are faster than the other ones.

SVMSMote and ELMSmote consume much more times than other methods

as they need to over-sample the positive samples.

Table 5.2 shows the influence to the F1 value of weight parameters α, β

and γ. To find the optimal parameters, we divide the whole data set into

training, developing and testing data sets. As 5-fold cross validation was

conducted above, the whole data set was divided into five groups randomly

for five rounds. In this experiment, we select the first three sentence groups

as the training set, the fourth group as the developing set, and the fifth

group as the testing set for each round. The system performance reported

is the average value of the performance obtained in the five rounds. In our

experiments, we added the following restriction to parameters αi, βi and γi,

i = 1, 2 in (5.4): α1 = α2 = α, β1 = β2 = β, and γ1 = γ2 = γ to make the

weights of sentence-bigram association, sentence-term affinity, and bigram-

term affinity consistent in the algorithm. All these parameters are set to

be one of the following values: 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0 in our experiments.

It can be seen from the table that when α = 1.0, the best performance is

obtained with β = 0.75 and γ = 1.0. The similar pattern can be found when
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α = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. When α is set to be one of the three values, the best

performance is obtained when β is equal or a little less than α. One can

also find that when the values of α and β are given (α 6= 0 and β 6= 0), the

system performance is influenced slightly by the value of γ. It means that the

association of bigrams and terms does not help find the emotional sentences.

To demonstrate the system performance more clearly, we plot the F1 values

with different parameters in Figure 5.2. In the figure, one can find that when

the value of α is given, the F1 value does not change much with the change of

γ value. The highest F1 value, which is filled with dark red color, is obtained

when β is equal to α or it is slightly less than it. The parameters are applied

on the testing set. The results are shown in Table 5.3. One can find that

the system performance did not change much because the default parameters

1, 1, 1 is already close to the optimal ones 1, 0.75, 1.0.

In the UIUC corpus, the two annotators may annotate different labels

for a same sentence. We select the sentences that are labeled with same

emotions by the two annotators to evaluate our algorithm. Ideally, the results

should be better than those obtained using the sentences annotated by the

first annotator because more people agree with the sentence labels. From

Table 5.4, one can find that the TPR obtained by the Ranking method is

lower compared to Table 5.1, while the TNR is higher. This is because that

the corpus becomes more imbalanced. In the whole data set, there are 5163

emotional sentences and 10139 neutral sentences. In the highly agree corpus,

we have only 2403 emotional sentences and 6016 neutral sentences. The ratio

of emotional sentences to neutral sentences decreases from 0.5 to 0.4, which

affects the system performance.
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Table 5.2: F1 values with different parameters.

α = 0.0
γ

0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

β

0.0 0.316 0.316 0.316 0.316 0.316
0.25 0.316 0.471 0.471 0.472 0.473
0.5 0.316 0.470 0.471 0.471 0.471
0.75 0.316 0.470 0.470 0.471 0.471
1.0 0.316 0.470 0.470 0.470 0.471

α = 0.25
γ

0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

β

0.0 0.316 0.450 0.450 0.451 0.451
0.25 0.501 0.501 0.502 0.502 0.504
0.5 0.484 0.484 0.485 0.485 0.486
0.75 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.483
1.0 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.483

α = 0.5
γ

0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

β

0.0 0.316 0.450 0.450 0.450 0.450
0.25 0.497 0.496 0.497 0.498 0.499
0.5 0.500 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.502
0.75 0.490 0.490 0.490 0.490 0.491
1.0 0.484 0.484 0.484 0.485 0.485

α = 0.75
γ

0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

β

0.0 0.316 0.450 0.450 0.450 0.450
0.25 0.489 0.488 0.489 0.489 0.489
0.5 0.503 0.503 0.503 0.503 0.503
0.75 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.501
1.0 0.494 0.494 0.494 0.494 0.494

α = 1.0
γ

0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

β

0.0 0.316 0.449 0.450 0.450 0.450
0.25 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.484
0.5 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497
0.75 0.504 0.504 0.504 0.505 0.505
1.0 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.501

Table 5.3: System performance obtained on the testing data set with adjusted
parameters.

Parameters TPR TNR WA UA Precision Recall F1
1,1,1 0.355 0.669 0.564 0.512 0.351 0.355 0.353
1,0.75,1.0 0.355 0.669 0.563 0.512 0.350 0.355 0.352
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(e) α = 1.0

Figure 5.2: ROUGE scores under different values of balance parameters α,
β and γ.
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Table 5.4: System performance of different methods on the highly agree
corpus.

Methods TPR TNR WA UA Precision Recall F1 Time
Ranking 0.411 0.765 0.664 0.588 0.411 0.411 0.411 7.4
SVM 0.388 0.939 0.781 0.663 0.717 0.388 0.503 340.8
SVMSmote 0.969 0.005 0.280 0.487 0.280 0.969 0.434 1510.2
ELM 0.0 1.000 0.715 0.500 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4
ELMSmote 0.644 0.345 0.430 0.495 0.289 0.644 0.390 158.6

5.3.1 Discussion

From the experimental results, one can find that the values of γ, which denote

the weights of bigram-term affinity in the iterative algorithm, did not affect

the system performance heavily. One possible reason is that the method of

computing the association between bigram-term in Eq. (5.3) is too simple. If

a term appears in a bigram, the association degree is set to be 1. Otherwise,

the association degree is set to be 0. This kind of relationship is already

counted in the sentence-bigram association and sentence-term association.

We tried another method of calculating bigram-term association, which is

shown in (5.9).

wgt(j, l) =

 1 if tl appears in gj

max(sim(tl, wi)), i = 1, 2 otherwise
(5.9)

where w1 and w2 are two words in the bigram gj. The function sim(tl, wi)

calculates the semantic similarity between two words. For each word, we ob-

tain its TFIDF values using about 50,000 documents obtained on Wikipedia.

Each word is represented as a vector, and the item in the vector is the TFIDF

values. The similarities between words are calculated using the cosine simi-
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larity between the two vectors:

sim(w1,w2) =
w1 ·w2

‖ w1 ‖‖ w2 ‖
(5.10)

With this method of calculating bigram-term affinity, the similarity between

a term and a bigram is considered. Then more associations will be found.

However, some noise will be added if the similarity is not accurate enough.

The system performance decreases using the association degrees of bigrams

and terms obtained by this method. When the values of α and β are given

(α 6= 0 and β 6= 0), the system performance decreases if the value of γ

increases. It means that the association between bigram-term does not help

in finding emotional sentences. A better method of measuring association

between bigrams and terms should be found in the future work.

In our experiments, we did not consider the relationship between bigram-

bigram, sentence-sentence, and term-term because there is heavy increase

of the computing time, and the methods of computing association between

these items need to be investigated. In the future work, efficient methods

considering these associations will be developed.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a method has been proposed to predict emotional sentences

in an article. The emotion identification in text has been formulated as

a ranking problem, and a mutual reinforcement learning method has been

presented to solve the problem, which employed the association between

words, bigrams, and sentences. Experimental results on a story corpus proved
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the efficiency of the proposed method.
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Chapter 6

Mutual-reinforcement Document

Summarization using Data

Association

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the method proposed in last chapter is applied on document

summarization to extract essential sentences from a document by exploit-

ing the mutual effects between terms, sentences and clusters. Three phrases

are included in this method: document modeling, sentence clustering and

sentence ranking. A document is modeled by a weighted graph with ver-

texes that represent sentences of the document. The sentences are clustered

into different groups to find the latent topics in the article. To alleviate

the influence of unrelated sentences in clustering, an embedding process is

employed to optimize the document model. The sentences are then ranked

according to the mutual effect between terms, sentence as well as clusters,

and high-ranked sentences are selected to comprise the summarization of

the document. The experimental results on the Document Understanding

Conference (DUC) data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
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method in document summarization. The results also show that the em-

bedding process for sentence clustering render the system more robust with

respect to different cluster numbers.

Graph based ranking has drawn much attention in the machine learning

field. It can be applied in protein ranking, information retrieval, and web

page ranking etc. In the web page ranking, one page transports some weight

to the pages connected to it. The PageRank [95, 96] algorithm calculates the

weight of a page recursively by weighted summing the weights of all pages

that link to it. A page linked to by many important pages is taken as an im-

portant page itself. The method has been extended and applied in document

summarization. In the task of extracted based document summarization,

the sentences of a document is ranked, and those with high rankings are se-

lected as the summary of a document. For the sentence ranking, the weight

is normally defined as the similarity between sentences. An extension of the

PageRank algorithm, the topic-sensitive PageRank algorithm [97], was also

employed for query-oriented summarization [98].

Extracting central sentences from a document can be formulated as a

sentence ranking problem. In [96], a graph for the document is constructed

where the vertexes of the graph denote sentences in the document, and the

weight of each edge in the graph is the similarity between two connected

sentences. To calculate the similarity, each sentence is represented by a

vector, and the value of each word in the vector is the number of occurrences

of the word in the sentence times the inverse document frequency of the word.

The PageRank algorithm is implemented to rank all the sentences based on

the graph model. In this method, the sentences that are similar with other

important sentences will obtain high scores. The similarity can be considered
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as the mutual-effect between sentence and sentence. While the iterative

ranking method considering mutual-reinforcement between different items

has also been proved to be effective for document summarization [99, 100, 93].

A mutual reinforcement method that considers relationship of terms and

sentences was proposed in [100]. In this work, the saliency score of a term

is determined by the sentences that it appears in, and the saliency score

of a sentence is determined by the terms that it contains. The sentences

in the document are partitioned into clusters and the ranking method is

performed within each cluster. The algorithm is extended in [99] where

the homogeneous relationship between words, the homogeneous relationship

between sentences, and the heterogeneous relationship between words and

sentences are all taken into account for calculating the scores of sentences.

Moreover, three granularities were considered in [93] including document,

sentence and term.

It has been proved that the sentences of a set of documents can be clus-

tered into different groups, which were not considered in the above methods,

to represent subtopics of the documents [101]. In this chapter, we propose a

framework which considers the mutual effect between clusters, sentences and

terms instead of the relationship between documents, sentences, and terms to

employ the cluster level information and the latent theme information in the

clusters for document summarization. A matrix and a weighted undirected

graph model are first constructed for a document, where column vectors of

the matrix and the vertexes of the graph represent sentences of the docu-

ment. The sentences are then clustered into different groups according to

the distance between two sentences. In order to alleviate the influence of

unrelated sentences in sentence clustering, we employ an embedding process
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to optimize the graph vertexes. A mutual-reinforcement algorithm is per-

formed at last to calculate the ranks of all sentences. The sentences with

high rankings are extracted as the summarization. The contributions of this

chapter are summarized as follows:

(i) an embedded graph based sentence clustering method is proposed for

sentence grouping of a document, which is robust with respect to dif-

ferent cluster numbers;

(ii) an iterative ranking method is presented considering the mutual-reinforcement

between terms, sentences and sentence clusters; and

(iii) a document summarization framework considering sentence cluster in-

formation is proposed and the framework is evaluated using DUC data

sets.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: The proposed mutual-

reinforcement ranking algorithm is presented in Section 6.2. Section 6.3

describes the experiments and analyzes the influence to system performance

of different parameters. We conclude our work in Section 6.4.

6.2 Sentence Ranking Using Embedded Graph

Based Sentence Clustering

In this chapter, document summarization is performed following three steps:

document modeling, sentence clustering and sentence ranking. A document

is modeled by a matrix with each sentence as a column vector. A weighted

graph model is also built with sentences as its vertexes, and the weights of
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the edges in the graph denote the distances between two sentences. Here

the cosine similarities of sentence vectors are taken as distances between

them. The sentences are clustered into different groups to find latent subtopic

information in a document. The low similarities between unrelated sentences

affect the accuracy of the sentence clustering. To reduce the influence of

the low weights and enhance sentence clustering performance, an embedding

algorithm is performed on the the graph. After mapping the vectors of

sentences to a low dimensional space, the distances between sentences are

calculated based on new vectors and the sentences are clustered using the

new distances. At last, the sentences are ranked according to the mutual

effects between sentences, terms and clusters based on the assumptions: (1)

a sentence has a high rank if it is similar with many high ranking clusters

and it contains many high ranking terms; (2) the rank of a cluster is high

if it contains many high ranking sentences and many high ranking terms;

(3) the rank of a term is high if it appears in many high ranking sentences

and clusters. The affinity of term-sentence and cluster-sentence determine

the ranks of sentences. The ranks of terms and clusters are determined by

similar relationships accordingly. The sentences that obtain high ranks are

selected as the content of a summary.

6.2.1 Document Modeling

To facilitate the document summarization process, we model a document

with a text matrix D = [s1, ..., sn] ∈ Rm×n, where m is the number of terms

and n is the number of sentences of the document, and the column vectors

si, i = 1, ..., n, of D denote weighted term-frequency vectors of sentences. To
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build the vector si of sentence si, stop words in the sentence are removed first

and word stemming is performed. The term T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} denotes the

complete term set of the document, and si = [si1, si2, ..., sim]T where sij = 1 if

term tj appears in sentence si and sij = 0 otherwise. Sentences are clustered

into different topic groups in this work. To have a better presentation of the

algorithm, a graph G = {V,E} is built to model a document, where V is

the vertex set of the graph representing sentences and E is the edge set of

the graph. An edge is bridged between two vertexes if the similarity between

the two sentences is greater than 0. The weight wij of an edge denotes the

distance between sentences si and sj which is the cosine similarity between

the vectors of two sentences, i.e.,

dij = wsim(si, sj) (6.1)

where the vectors si and sj are weighted term-frequency vectors of sentence

si and sj. The cosine similarity is defined by (5.10). For an intuitive view,

Fig. 6.1a illustrates a weighted undirected graph constructed for the docu-

ment fbis4 − 45908 of topic set d05 in DUC-2001 which has 44 sentences

and 374 tokens, where the vertexes of the graph represent the sentences to

be ranked. In this figure, only the distances between Sentence 1 s1 and the

first 10 sentences, and the distances between Sentence 5 s5 and the first 10

sentences are presented to make the figure clear. It can be seen from the

figure that the cosine similarity between Sentence 1 and Sentence 3, 5, 7, 9

are all larger than 0, and wsim(s1, si) = 0, i = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. The similar-

ities wsim(s1, s3) and wsim(s1, s5) are greater than those between the other

sentences, which are represented by thicker edges in the figure.
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of a graph constructed for a document.

6.2.2 Embedded Graph Based Sentence Clustering

Based on the graph model, the sentences are clustered into different groups

according to the cosine similarities between sentences. However, the accuracy

of the clustering will be diminished if all the edges with wsim(si, sj) > 0

are counted. For the document shown in Fig. 6.1a, the weight of the edge

between sentence s1 and sentence s9 is extremely small. The possible reason

is that sentence s9 represents totally different semantic meanings with s1, but

they have a few common words like “go" and “take". In this case, s1 is not

related with s9, while the distance between them is considered in sentence

clustering. The phenomenon is prevalent and affects the clustering results.

Although removing the stop words which appear frequently can reduce the

affection of this kind of words, the stop words list is created manually and

some words are stop words for some sentences while they are not neglectable

for the others. To alleviate the influence of unrelated sentences, we embed

the original matrix D of a document into a lower dimensional space inspired
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by Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [102, 103]. A sentence di which is a

column vector of D is expressed as a linear combination of its ni most similar

sentences dj, j = 1, 2, . . . , ni, with

di =
∑
j∈Ωi

γijdj (6.2)

where Ωi is the set of sentences most similar to di. The dimensions of vectors

d′i and d′j are reduced while keeping the linear combination relationship after

embedding. The document matrix D is normalized before the embedding

operation, and the cosine similarity in (6.1) can be written as

wsim(di,dj) =
di · dj

‖di‖ × ‖dj‖
= di · dj. (6.3)

The Euclidean distance of two vectors is

‖di − dj‖ =
√
‖di‖2 + ‖dj‖2 − 2di · dj =

√
2− 2di · dj. (6.4)

From (6.3) and (6.4), it can be seen that the cosine similarity and the Eu-

clidean distance measurement are equivalent in estimating the sentence re-

lationship if ‖di‖ = ‖dj‖ = 1. We adopt Euclidean distance in the following

deduction for simplicity of presentation. In graph embedding, we minimize

the following cost function of approximation error to determine the optimal

weight matrix γij

ε(W) =
∑
i

‖di −
∑
j∈Ωi

(γijdj)‖2 (6.5)

subject to the constraint ∑
j∈Ωi

γij = 1 (6.6)
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where γij = 0 for j /∈ Ωi, and W is the weight matrix composed by γij. To

calculate the solution of γij, the approximation error cost function (6.5) is

rewritten as in [102, 103]

ε(Wi) = ‖di −
∑

j∈Ωi
(γijdj)‖

= ‖di
∑

j∈Ωi
γij −

∑
j∈Ωi

(γijdj)‖

= ‖
∑

j∈Ωi
γij(di − dj)‖

=
∑

j∈Ωi
γij

∑
k∈Ωi

γik(di − dj)
T (di − dk)

(6.7)

where Wi = [γi1, . . . , γini
] are the weights connecting di to its neighbors. Let

Ci(j, k) = (di−dj)
T (di−dk), and apply Lagrange multiplier η to (6.7). The

error cost becomes

ε(Wi) =
∑
j∈Ωi

γij
∑
k∈Ωi

γikCi(j, k) + ηi(
∑
j∈Ωi

γij − 1) (6.8)

By requiring the partial derivatives with respect to each weight γij to be zero

∂ε(Wi)

∂γij
=

∑
k∈Ωi

γikCi(j, k) + ηi = 0, ∀j ∈ Ωi, (6.9)

the solution Wi is found by solving the equations

∑
k∈Ωi

γikCi(j, k) + ηi = 0∑
k∈Ωi

γik = 1
(6.10)

The vectors of embedded sentences with enhanced relationship d′i, i =
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1, 2, . . . , n, are obtained by minimizing the cost function

Φ(D′) =
∑
i

‖d′i −
∑
j∈Ωi

γijd
′
j‖2 (6.11)

where D′ = [d′1, . . . ,d
′
n] consists of the sentence vectors embedded into the

low-dimensional space and n is the number of sentences. The cost func-

tion (6.11) can be written in matrix form as

Φ(D′) = Tr[(D′ −D′W)T (D′ −D′W)]

= Tr[(D′ −D′W)(D′ −D′W)T ]

= Tr[D′(I−W)(I−W)TD′T ]

= Tr[D′W̄D′T ]

(6.12)

where the symmetric matrix W̄ = (I−W)(I−W)T . To make the problem

well-posed, the following constraints are added [104]

∑n
i=1 d′i = 0

1
n
D′D′T = I

(6.13)

where the first constraint is to assure that coordinates d′i are centered at

the origin, and the second constraint sets the covariance of the embedding

vectors to unity. The minimum of (6.12) can be obtained by finding them′+1

smallest eigenvectors of W̄ discarding the bottom eigenvector according to

the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, and the minimal value of Φ(D′) equals to the

sum of the eigenvalues of W̄. To summarize, the m′ × n embedded matrix

D′ consists of the 2nd, · · · , (m′ + 1)− th eigenvectors of W̄ as its rows.

The high weight edges in the graph are kept, and low weight ones are
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removed after the embedding is performed. An example is shown in Fig-

ures 6.1a and 6.1b. The high weight relationship such as wsim(s1, s3), wsim(s1, s5)

and wsim(s1, s7) are kept positive, and the low weight like wsim(s1, s9) is ad-

justed to be negative. The similarities between s5 and other sentences are

updated in the same manner. The high weight relationship is enhanced and

the low weight relationship is reduced after the graph embedding. It is note-

worthy that wsim(s1, s5) > wsim(s1, s3) in Fig. 6.1a, while wsim(s1, s5) <

wsim(s1, s3) after the embedding operation. The weight before embedding

is a measure of the relationship between two sentences while the embedding

operation keeps the relationship between a sentence and a set of neighbors.

As a result, some weights will change relatively after the embedding opera-

tion. The performance of an embedding operation will improve if there are

more points in the graph. However, sometimes the sentence number is very

small comparing to the dimension of each point in document summarization,

which leads to a failed embedding.

After the embedding, the distances between sentences are calculated

based on new vectors in D′ and the sentence clustering is performed using

the new distances.

6.2.3 Mutual-reinforcement ranking

In [93], the authors proposed a document summarization method calculating

the mutual effect between documents, sentences, and terms. To employ the

cluster-level information and the latent theme information in the clusters for

document summarization, we calculate the mutual affect between clusters,

sentences and terms. As shown in Fig. 6.2, an undirected graph is constructed
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s1

s4 s5
s2

s6

s3
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t3

t4

t1

t2

t5

Figure 6.2: An undirected graph constructed for a document.

for a given document, where the term vertexes, sentence vertexes and cluster

vertexes are connected by the weighted edges in the graph. The weight of

the edge connecting term tl and sentence si is defined as

wst(i, l) = D(l, i) (6.14)

where D is the sentence-term matrix of the document. The weight of the

edge connecting sentence si and cluster cj is calculated by

wsc(i, j) = wsim(si, cj) =
si · cj

‖si‖ × ‖cj‖
(6.15)

where cluster cj is represented by a vector which is summary of the vectors

of all the sentences in this cluster cj =
∑

s∈cj s. The weight of the edge

connecting term tl and cluster cj is

wct(j, l) = cj(l) (6.16)
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We first cluster the sentences and then calculate the rank of each sentence

with: 
r(si) = α1

∑k
j=1 wsc(i, j)r(cj) + β1

∑m
l=1wst(i, l)r(tl)

r(cj) = α2

∑n
i=1 wsc(i, j)r(si) + γ1

∑m
l=1wct(j, l)r(tl)

r(tl) = β2

∑n
i=1wst(i, l)r(si) + γ2

∑k
j=1 wct(j, l)r(cj)

(6.17)

where r(si) is the rank of sentence si, r(cj) is the rank of cluster cj, and r(tl)

is the rank of term tl. The integerm, n and k are numbers of terms, sentences

and clusters respectively. The weights wst(i, l), wsc(i, j) and wct(j, l) are cal-

culated by (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) respectively. The parameters αi, βi and

γi, i = 1, 2 balance the influence of different mutual effects to the ranks of

all items. In our experiments, the system performance did not increase sig-

nificantly by considering the relationships between cluster-cluster, sentence-

sentence, and term-term, while there is heavy increase of the computing time.

Hence, we did not consider the above relationships. The formula (6.17) can

be written in a matrix form:
rs = α1Wscrc + β1Wstrt

rc = α2W
T
scrs + γ1Wctrt

rt = β2W
T
strs + γ2W

T
ctrc

(6.18)

where rs = [r(s1), . . . , r(sn)]T , rc = [r(c1), . . . , r(ck)]
T , rt = [r(t1), . . . , r(tm)]T ,

Wsc(i, j) = wsc(i, j), Wst(i, l) = wst(i, l) and Wct(j, l) = wct(j, l). The rank
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is normalized after each iteration through:


rs = rs/‖rs‖

rc = rc/‖rc‖

rt = rt/‖rt‖

(6.19)

where ‖x‖ =
√∑

x2
i ,x = [xi]

T , i = 1, 2, · · · . The ranks of terms, sentences

and clusters are initialized equally to be 1, and the algorithm is converged

when the difference between the two successive ranks below a given threshold

(here we use 1e− 4).

After the sentence ranking is obtained, we select sentences to compose

the document summary. All the sentences are marked as unused at the

beginning. The sentence with the highest score is selected as a part of the

summarization and it is marked as used. The highest ranking sentence in the

unused sentence set is added to the summary following the order of sentences

in the given document. This sentence is also marked as used. The process is

repeated until the desired length of the summarization is achieved.

6.2.4 Convergence analysis

As one of the fundamental problems of the iteration algorithm, convergence

of the presented algorithm is discussed in this section. Our method can be

written in the following format


rc = α1Wccrc + β1W

T
scrs + γ1Wctrt

rs = α2Wscrc + β2Wssrs + γ2Wstrt

rt = α3W
T
ctrc + β3W

T
strs + γ3Wttrt

(6.20)
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where Wcc, Wss, and Wtt are zero matrixes. The vectors rc, rs, and rt

denote the ranking scores of clusters, sentences, and terms. The term Wcc is

the cluster-cluster affinity matrix, Wsc is the sentence-cluster affinity matrix,

Wct is the cluster-term affinity matrix, and so on. αi, βi, and γi, i = 1, 2, 3

are weights to balance the relative weight among cluster, sentence, and term.

It is worth noting that αi, βi, and γi here have no relationship with those

in (6.17) and (6.18). In [93], it is proved that if the matrix

M =


α1Wcc β1W

T
sc γ1Wct

α2Wsc β2Wss γ2Wst

α3W
T
ct β3W

T
st γ3Wtt

 (6.21)

is stochastic and irreducible, out algorithm will converge at a unique ranking.

The following revises are taken to make M stochastic and irreducible. (i)

Let X denote any of the following three matrixes Wcc, Wss, and Wtt. We

revise X to X̄ = [1/k]k×1[1]1×k, where k is the order of X. (ii) The matrixes

Wsc, WT
sc, Wct, WT

ct, Wst and WT
st are normalized by columns, and denoted

by W̄sc, W̄T
sc, W̄ct, W̄T

ct, W̄st and W̄T
st. (iii) We force

∑3
i=1 αi =

∑3
i=1 βi =∑3

i=1 γi = 1. To alleviate the effect of matrix X̄, we set α1, β2 and γ3 be a

small number.

It can be proved that M̄ =


α1W̄cc β1W̄

T
sc γ1W̄ct

α2W̄sc β2W̄ss γ2W̄st

α3W̄
T
ct β3W̄

T
st γ3W̄tt

 is stochastic

and irreducible. We use M̄ to replace M, and our method will converge to a

unique ranking vector.
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6.3 Experimental evaluation

6.3.1 Multi-document summarization

The proposed method is evaluated by the multi-document summarization

task (Task 2) of Document Understanding Conference (DUC) 2001 [105], and

DUC 2005. The task of DUC 2001 is to generate a generic summary with ap-

proximately 100 words for the given document sets. A total of 304 documents

in 30 sets were provided as system input in DUC 2001. There were 50 doc-

ument clusters and 1593 documents in DUC 2005, and a summary of about

250 words are aimed to be generated for each document cluster. It is worth

noting that the original task of DUC 2005 is query based document summa-

rization, which means that each document cluster was accompanied with a

query description representing the information needed. However, our sum-

marization method is not a query based document summarization method.

As such, in the following experiments, all the experimental results are gener-

ated without considering the query information provided by DUC 2005. In

our experiments, all the documents in the same document set are combined

into one large document which is divided into individual sentences and the

words in the Rijsbergen’s stop words list [106] are removed to construct the

document matrix. The word stemming operation is performed using Porter’s

stemming algorithm [107].

We use the well-known ROUGE system [108] which includes five meth-

ods, i.e., ROUGE-N, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W, ROUGE-S and ROUGE-SU,

to evaluate our system performance. ROUGE-N is computed as follows by

using n-gram recall between the candidate summary and the reference sum-
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maries

ROUGE −N =

∑
s∈{SR}

∑
n∈sNm(n)∑

s∈{SR}
∑

n∈sN(n)
(6.22)

where the sentence set SR denotes the reference summaries and s is a sentence

in the set, n denotes n-gram and Nm(n) is the maximum number of n-grams

co-occurring in a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. The

term N(n) is the number of n-grams in the set of reference summaries. The

length of longest common subsequence (LCS) between the candidate sum-

mary and reference summaries is employed by ROUGE-L, and ROUGE-W

uses the weighted LCS as shown in (6.23) [108].

Rlcs =
∑u

i=1 LCS`(ri,C)

m

Plcs =
∑u

i=1 LCS`(ri,C)

n

Flcs = (1+β2)RlcsPlcs

Rlcs+β2Plcs

(6.23)

where C is the candidate summary which contains n words and ri, i = 1, . . . , u

are sentences in a reference summary containingm words. LCS`(ri, C) is the

LCS score of the union longest common subsequence between reference sen-

tence ri and candidate summary C. ROUGE-W is an extension of ROUGE-L

that assigns high weight to longer consecutive matches between a candidate

summary and a reference summary. ROUGE-S calculates the skip-bigram

cooccurrence in the reference and candidate summaries [108].

Rskip2 = SKIP2(X,Y )
C(m,2)

Pskip2 = SKIP2(X,Y )
C(n,2)

Fskip2 =
(1+β2)Rskip2Pskip2

Rskip2+β2Pskip2

(6.24)

where SKIP2(X, Y ) is the number of skip-bigram matches between X and
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Table 6.1: A comparison of results on DUC-2001.

System ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
MREG 0.31972 0.06802 0.28120
PR 0.30955 0.05411 0.27792
NMF 0.30287 0.06002 0.26839
LSA 0.27182 0.03676 0.24718

Y , β controlling the relative importance of Pskip2 and Rskip2, and C is the

combination function. ROUGE-SU extends ROUGE-S with the addition of

unigram as counting unit, and ROUGE-SU4 means that the measure cal-

culates n-grams with maximum skip-distance of 4. We use the ROUGE

toolkit1 1.5.5 to perform the evaluation and here we report the average F-

measure scores of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L. In our evaluation,

both model and peer summaries are stemmed using Porter stemmer and

superfluous words are pruned.

6.3.1.1 Performance comparison

The performance of MREG method on DUC-2001 is compared with the La-

tent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [109], PageRank algorithm (PR) [110], and

Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [111]. The ROUGE scores ob-

tained by these methods are shown in Table 6.1. It is observed in the table

that MREG algorithm generates better ROUGE scores than the other meth-

ods.

The comparison of the MREG method with the best original participants

of DUC-2001 is shown in Table 6.22. The results of systems in DUC-2001

1http://berouge.com/default.aspx
2The list of participants is available from http://www-

nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/pubs/2001slides/pauls_slides/duc2001.ppt.
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Table 6.2: Performance comparison with the original participants of DUC-
2001.

System ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
T 0.32540 0.07870 0.29709
MREG 0.31972 0.06802 0.28120
P 0.31304 0.06288 0.28048
V 0.29849 0.06078 0.26366
O 0.29528 0.05008 0.26888

Table 6.3: A comparison of results on DUC-2005.

System ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
MREG 0.3519 0.0652 0.1202
MRC [93] 0.3633 0.0632 0.1201
NMF 0.3231 0.0494 0.1021
LSA 0.3077 0.0378 0.0928

are calculated using the result data of submissions downloaded from DUC

website3. It is revealed by the table that the MREG method generates com-

parable results with the top original participants in all the ROUGE measures.

The performance of MREG method on DUC-2005 is compared with the

Mutual Reinforcement Principle (MRC) [93], Non-negative Matrix Factoriza-

tion (NMF) [111], and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [109] methods. The

ROUGE scores of these methods are shown in Table 6.3. It is observed in

the table that MREG algorithm generates competitive ROUGE scores with

the MRC method, and better results than NMF and LSA methods.

3http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data.html
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6.3.1.2 Discussion of selective parameters

In our experiments, two kinds of parameters affect the system performance:

the number of clusters k and the balance parameters α, β and γ in the ranking

algorithm. The number of clusters k = bn/fc, where n is the number of

sentences and f is an integer. The influences of these parameters are shown

in the following figures.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 demonstrate the ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 values

obtained by KM and agglomerative (AGG) clustering algorithms with dif-

ferent values of f . It can be seen from Fig. 6.3 that the MREG algorithm

which is named KM-TSC-EM in the figure almost always outperforms the

baseline system which only calculates the mutual-reinforcement between sen-

tences and clusters (KM-SC in the figure). The abbreviation TSC is short

for Term, Sentence and Cluster, which means the algorithm is based on the

mutual effects between these three items. EM is short for Embedded Graph

based sentence clustering. The performance of KM-SC method fluctuates

dramatically according to the number of clusters. The KM-SC-EM and KM-

TSC-EM methods are more robust than the KM-SC method with respect to

different cluster numbers. By comparing the curves of KM-TSC and KM-

TSC-EM, we can see that the system performance is improved by using the

sentence clusters based on embedded graph. Figure 6.4 indicates that the

AGG-TSC-EM method also outperforms the AGG-SC method by using ag-

glomerative clustering algorithm for different cluster numbers. To illuminate

the robustness of MREG algorithm, the means and variances of the perfor-

mances of different component combination are also compared in Tables 6.4

and 6.5. As shown in the table, both KM-TSC-EM and AGG-TSC-EM algo-
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Figure 6.3: ROUGE scores obtained by K-means clustering algorithm under
different values of f .
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Figure 6.4: ROUGE scores obtained by agglomerative clustering algorithm
under different values of f .

rithms improve the system performance slightly, and they reduce the variance

to 16%− 18% of the original SC algorithm.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the influence to the performance of balance parameters

α, β and γ when the cluster number is set to be bn/100c, where n is the

sentence number. In our experiments, we added the following restriction to

parameters αi, βi and γi, i = 1, 2 in (6.17): α1 = α2 = α, β1 = β2 = β,

and γ1 = γ2 = γ to make the weights of sentence-cluster affinity, sentence-

term affinity, and cluster-term affinity consistent in the algorithm. All these
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Table 6.4: Mean value of system performance with different component com-
binations using KM clustering algorithm.

Methods Mean Value
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-W

KM-SC 0.3109 0.0599 0.2780 0.1329
KM-SC+EM 0.3078 0.0572 0.2758 0.1316
KM-TSC 0.3118 0.0625 0.2753 0.1329
KM-TSC+EM 0.3133 0.0637 0.2770 0.1335
AGG-SC 0.3100 0.0585 0.2756 0.1318
AGG-SC+EM 0.3096 0.0587 0.2787 0.1330
AGG-TSC 0.3120 0.0634 0.2742 0.1324
AGG-TSC+EM 0.3141 0.0651 0.2774 0.1337

Table 6.5: Variance of system performance with different component combi-
nations using KM clustering algorithm.

Methods Variance(1e− 4)
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-W

KM-SC 0.1598 0.0769 0.1529 0.0429
KM-SC+EM 0.0770 0.0311 0.0642 0.0149
KM-TSC 0.0214 0.0227 0.0206 0.0078
KM-TSC+EM 0.0262 0.0096 0.0303 0.0056
AGG-SC 0.2977 0.0299 0.4336 0.0755
AGG-SC+EM 0.2465 0.0492 0.2273 0.0540
AGG-TSC 0.0191 0.0218 0.0152 0.0033
AGG-TSC+EM 0.0549 0.0339 0.0374 0.0093
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parameters are set to be one of the following values: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and

1.0 in our experiment. It can be seen from Fig. 6.5a that when α = 0.25,

the best performance is obtained with β = 0.25 and γ = 0.50. The same

pattern can be found from Fig. 6.5b. The best performance is obtained at

the point α = 0.50, β = 0.50, γ = 1.0 where the ROUGE-1 score is 0.31972.

In Figs. 6.5c and 6.5d, the best ROUGE-1 scores 0.31841 and 0.31769 are

obtained at α = 0.750, β = 1.0, γ = 1.0 and α = 0.750, β = 1.0, γ = 0.50.

We can predict that these two points are local optimal points. The result

illuminates that the mutual effects between sentences and clusters is as im-

portant as the effects of sentences and terms to system performance. While

the weight of mutual effects between clusters and terms should be greater

than the other weights. In our experiment, the best result can be obtained

when α : β : γ = 1 : 1 : 2 and f = 100.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, a mutual-reinforcement algorithm has been presented to

rank nodes in a graph by calculating the mutual effects between nodes, fea-

tures and clusters. The method has been evaluated by the tasks of multi-

document summarization and emotion identification. The experimental re-

sults on DUC-2001 and DUC-2005 data sets showed the effectiveness of the

proposed approach. Performance comparison of different combinations of

components illustrated that the algorithm could improve system performance

and it is more robust with respect to different cluster numbers.
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Figure 6.5: ROUGE scores under different values of balance parameters α,
β and γ.
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Incremental Learning for Data

Association

7.1 Introduction

An association describes the connection between objects, and the degree of

an association is a measurement of the connection. In last two chapters,

some associations are applied to identify emotional sentences and to sum-

marize documents. One can simply treat the association degree same as the

distance or similarity between objects. Many methods of measuring associa-

tion have been proposed in the field. Cosine similarity between vectors and

pointwise mutual information are most popular measures which have been

used in semantic similarity estimation [112], document clustering [113], af-

fect recognition in text [114], etc. However, to the best of our knowledge, the

method of learning association on a growing data set has not been studied

yet. The model describing associations between objects should be able to

adapt to new data without losing information learned from the old data. For

example, we could obtain the semantic similarities between a set of words

based on a document set. If a new document set is collected, the model

should be able to learn new knowledge from the new data set, and make the
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similarities closer to the real ones. A straightforward solution to this problem

is that we combine the old and new data sets into one, and train the model

again. It will be a waste of time to train the model on the old data again.

In some cases, we even do not have the old data at all.

In this chapter, incremental learning is proposed for calculating associa-

tions between objects in a growing data set. Given a data set, new objects

may be added, and the associations should be updated accordingly. Suppose

that the association degrees between objects have been trained on an old

data set, we will first learn the association degrees on the new data set, and

then update the association degrees using the weighted summation of the old

and new values. With this method, the associations can be updated without

re-training the model on the old data set. Some associations may not be

discovered because the whole data set is divided into two subsets. A self-

upgrading method is proposed to find the hidden association information. A

matrix called association matrix (AM) is constructed for a data set that each

item denotes the association degrees between objects. Row vectors of the AM

are taken as features of the objects, and the similarities between row vectors

are considered as the similarities of objects. These values are added to the

original association degrees to upgrade the AM. The proposed methods are

applied on word similarity calculation and social network link prediction in

our experiments. The results show that the proposed incremental learning

method is able to generate competitive results with the method of re-training

the model. The self-upgrading method is able to detect hidden association

information in an AM. The contributions of this chapter are highlighted as

follows:
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(i) An incremental learning algorithm is proposed which makes an associ-

ation model be able to adapt to new data;

(ii) A method of upgrading association degrees between objects is presented

to find hidden association information; and

(iii) The properties of the proposed incremental learning algorithm are dis-

cussed by applying it on some specific association models.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The proposed incremen-

tal learning and self-upgrading methods are presented in Section 7.2. Our

method is evaluated by conducting experiments of calculating word similar-

ity and predicting links in social networks in Section 7.3. We conclude our

work in Section 7.4.

7.2 Incremental learning for association

In this section, we first introduce some different data association measure-

ment methods. A general incremental learning method for learning data as-

sociation on a growing data set is described, and the properties of the method

applying on some specific association models are discussed. A self-upgrading

method, which could discover hidden information stored in an AM, will be

presented at last.

7.2.1 Data association

An association describes a connection between objects and an association de-

gree measures the connection. We category the associations into two classes:
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countable association and probabilistic association. The definitions of these

two types of association are given respectively:

(i) Countable association: The countable association refers to the relation-

ships between objects that can be counted using integers.

(ii) Probabilistic association: The probabilistic association is defined as

the reflectance of the connection between objects in the probabilities

manner.

Examples of countable association include items co-occurring in a shopping

list, co-authors of a paper, etc. The countable association emphasizes on

the existence of the connection between objects. The relationship between

a word and a news topic, the probability of an object appears in a scene,

etc. are typical examples of the probabilistic association. The probabilistic

association emphasizes on the degree of the connections between objects.

One can see that the countable association could be taken as a special type of

probabilistic association that the degree can only be non-negative integers. In

the following sections, we use the term association to present both countable

association and probabilistic association.

Suppose there are N objects in a whole space, we could use a matrix

A ∈ RN×N so-called Association Matrix to store the relationship between

these objects, where Aij is the association degree of object i and j. There

are many methods of measuring the degree of associations between objects.

For countable association, the common neighbors [46] method is a widely

used method of calculating scores between two objects

S(a, b) =| Γ(a) ∩ Γ(b) | (7.1)
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where Γ(a) and Γ(b) are the neighbor sets of objects a and b respectively.

Many extended methods have been proposed based on this method [115].

For the probabilistic association, similarity is a widely used concept for mea-

suring association between objects [53]. Comparing to the common neigh-

bors, similarity method not only considers the commonality between objects,

but also describes the differences between them. Cosine similarity defined

by (5.10), which may be the most conventional similarity method, has been

applied in different machine learning tasks like document retrieval and face

recognition. Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) normalizes the probabil-

ity of co-occurrence of the two objects with their individual probabilities of

co-occurrence [116]. Given events a and b, the degree of the association is

determined by

S(a, b) = log2

Pr(a, b)

Pr(a) Pr(b)
(7.2)

If Pr(a,b)
Pr(a) Pr(b)

> 1, it is obvious that 0 < S(a, b) ≤ 1 − log min{Pr(a), Pr(b)}

where the maximum is achieved when an object is the subset of the other

one.

7.2.2 Incremental learning

A data set for learning associations will grow if new data is collected. The

model of learning associations should be adapt to the new data without losing

old information. Take word similarity calculation as an example. Suppose

a set of similarity values are obtained on a corpora using (7.2). If a new

corpora is obtained, we should update the association values based on the

new corpora to make the similarities more close to the “real” ones. It will

consume more time if we train the model again on the combination of the old
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and new corpora. A general method is proposed to make the model adapt

to the new data.

Suppose we have an existing association matrix Ao where each item in it

denotes the association degree of two objects. If a new set of training samples

are collected, two operations may be needed to update Ao: updating existing

nodes and adding new nodes. Let An be the association matrix obtained on

the new training set. The association degrees after adaption is set to be the

weighted summation of old values and new ones. The proposed incremental

learning method is shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Association evolution
1: Let S = So ∪Sn be the whole object set, which is the union of old object

set and the new one.
2: Let A ∈ RN×N be the association matrix obtained finally, where N is

the number of unique objects in S.
3: Extend An to Ãn ∈ RN×N

4: for all nodes s ∈ Sn and s′ ∈ Sn do
5: Ãn(s, s′) = An(s, s′)
6: end for
7: for all node s ∈ So − So ∩ Sn and s′ ∈ S do
8: Ãn(s, s′) = 0
9: Ãn(s′, s) = 0

10: end for
11: Extend Ao to Ão ∈ RN×N similarly
12: Calculate A
13:

A = wÃn + (1− w)Ão (7.3)

14: where w ∈ (0, 1) is a weight for balancing the new and old associations.
15: Self-upgrading of A.

In the algorithm, the whole object set is obtained by combining the two

sets Sn and So. Then we extend the two association matrices to contain all

the objects. For objects not existing in Sn but belonging to So, the association

degree of these objects with others are set to be zero in the extended AM.
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Similarly, the association degree between objects existing in Sn only and

other objects are also set to be zero. Then the association degrees of all

objects are added up.

This is a general method for almost all kinds of measurements of associ-

ation. It is difficult to compare the AM A obtained by (7.3) and the AM As

obtained by training on S. We analyze two specific association measurements

given by (7.1) and (5.10). For the common neighbor method, every item in

Ãn and Ão is a non-negative integer. According to the Algorithm 4,

wan + (1− w)ao ≤ an + ao (7.4)

where an and ao are items in An and Ao respectively. The weight w ∈ (0, 1).

An item as in As will not be smaller than an + ao by definition. Hence, the

value of association degree in A will not be greater than those in As.

If the association degree is computed using cosine similarity (5.10), the

value of the association degree between objects a and b in An will be

sn(a, b) =
a1 · b1√

(a1 · a1)(b1 · b1)
(7.5)

where a1 and b1 are vectors presenting a and b respectively. Suppose a1 and

b1 are normalized, equation (7.5) can be re-written as

sn(a, b) = a1 · b1 (7.6)

Similarly, the association degree in Ao can be written as so(a, b) = a2 · b2.

Assume the vector of a in As is a1 + a2, and the vector of b is b1 + b2. The
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value in As will be

ss(a, b) = (a1+a2)·(b1+b2)√
((a1+a2)·(a1+a2))((b1+b2)·(b1+b2))

= (a1+a2)·(b1+b2)
‖a1+a2‖‖b1+b2‖

(7.7)

As ‖ a1 ‖= 1, ‖ a2 ‖= 1, and ‖ a1 + a2 ‖≤‖ a1 ‖ + ‖ a2 ‖= 2,

ss(a, b) =
(a1 + a2) · (b1 + b2)

‖ a1 + a2 ‖‖ b1 + b2 ‖
≥ 0.25(a1·b1+a2·b1+a1·b2+a2·b2) (7.8)

The value in A will be

s(a, b) = wa1 · b1 + (1− w)a2 · b2 (7.9)

We have

ss(a, b)−s(a, b) ≥ (0.25−w)a1 ·b1 +(w−0.75)a2 ·b2 +0.25a2 ·b1 +0.25a1 ·b2

(7.10)

If w = 0.5,

ss(a, b)− s(a, b) ≥ 0.25(−a1 + a2) · (b1 − b2) (7.11)

One can see that the value of (7.11) depends on the vectors representing

objects a and b obtained on the two data sets. If a1 ≈ a2 and b1 ≈ b2,

we get s(a, b) ≤ ss(a, b), which is same as (7.4). If the formula holds, we

can deduce that some information will be lost using the incremental learning

method.

The association evolution algorithm will reduce the time complexity com-

paring to re-training the model on the whole data set S. Some additional

time is consumed by the matrix summation operation. We will show the
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time consuming of the method in Section 7.3 using some examples.

7.2.3 Self-upgrading of an AM

It is possible that the association between two objects are not obtained by

the incremental learning method. An example is shown in Figure 7.1. The

old network So is composed by three notes 1, 2, and 3. The new data set is

composed by notes 1, 4, and 5. Using the common neighbors method (7.1),

we can obtain the extended association matrices for the two networks

Ão =



0 1 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0


and

Ãn =



0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0
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1

3

4

5

2

So

Sn

Figure 7.1: An example of a social network.

According to Algorithm 4, the weighted summation of Ão and Ãn is

A =



0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

0.5 0 0.5 0 0

0.5 0.5 0 0 0

0.5 0 0 0 0.5

0.5 0 0 0.5 0


where w = 0.5 in (7.3). One can find that the association degree of note 2

and 4 is 0. However, actually they have a common neighbor 1. To find this

kind of hidden information, we could check the objects that associated with

both of these two objects. Like in the real world, two people who have many

common friends may be friends of each other.

Self-upgrading (SU) of an AM is based on this intuitive idea. The ith

row vector in an AM stores the association degree of object i with all the

other objects. This row vector could be taken as a feature of object i. If the

row vectors of two objects are very similar to each other, we believe that the

association degree between this two objects should be high. We calculate the

similarities between row vectors of an AM and upgrade the values in it. The
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rule of upgrading for each item in the association matrix A is set as follows:

Ãij = αAij + (1− α)f(vi,vj) (7.12)

where Aij is the association degree stored in the original A. The function

f(vi,vj) calculates the similarity of the two items i and j, where vi and vj

are row vectors of i and j respectively. The parameter α is used to balance

the weight of original distance and the new distance. We call this method

self-upgrading because the information for upgrading is obtained inside an

AM itself. The upgrading process can be written in the matrix format:

Ak+1 = αAk + (1− α)Fk (7.13)

where F ∈ RN×Nand Fij = f(vi,vj). For each iteration k, we calculate a

new F and add it to the association matrix.

Lemma 2. Let a = Aij and f = Fij, the value of a will be around f after

some iterations.

Proof. For each item a in A, if ak > fk, we have

ak+1 − ak = (α− 1)ak + (1− α)fk = (1− α)(fk − ak) < 0 (7.14)

where k is the iteration number. Hence, if ak > fk, the value of ak will

become smaller in the upgrading process until ak ≤ fk. Similarly, the value

of ak will increase if ak < fk. Hence, we can deduce that after some iterations,

the value of ak will be around fk.

Theorem 3. For each item a in A, ak ∈ [0, 1] when k →∞ if fk ∈ [0, 1].
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Proof. Given fk ≤ 1, if ak > 1, we have ak > fk. Hence ak+1 < ak according

to Lemma 2. If ak+1 > 1 ≥ fk+1, then ak+2 < ak+1 until ak+n ≤ 1. If

ak+n ≤1, we have

ak+n+1 = αak+n + (1− α)fk+n ≤ 1 (7.15)

Similarly, we can prove that ak ≥ 0 when k →∞.

7.3 Experimental results

In this section, experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficiency of the

proposed methods. In the first experiment, we apply the proposed methods

on calculating word similarities using Wikipedia and WordNet. In the second

one, we predict links in a social network.

7.3.1 Word similarity calculation

Semantic similarities between words are basic knowledge for understanding

natural language. Taking Wikipedia as a resource to solve natural language

processing problems is a popular method in the field [56, 117]. In this ex-

periment, we will learn the similarities of words using a subset of Wikipedia,

and then learn the similarities again using another subset. The incremental

learning method is applied to combine the results obtained on the two sub-

sets. The self-upgrading method is applied based on the combined results to

improve the system performance.

Term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) is employed to

calculate the relationship between a word and a document. The raw fre-
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quency f(t, d) , which is the frequency of word t appears in a document d, is

taken as the term frequency tf(t, d). Inverse document frequency is defined

as

idf(t,D) = log
| D |

| {d ∈ D : t ∈ d} |
(7.16)

where | D | is the number of documents in the corpus, and | {d ∈ D : t ∈ d} |

is the number of documents that contain the term t. For a corpus contain-

ing | D | documents, a matrix with dimension N× | D | is generated that

each row is the TF-IDF vector of a word, and N is the number of terms.

The cosine similarities of each pair of the row vectors are calculated and

taken as the similarity between words. The WordSimilarity-353 collection

(WS353) [118] is taken as a standard data set to evaluate the algorithms.

In the WS353 collection, a set of 353 word pairs are collected and the re-

lated score of each word pair is given by 13-16 human judgments. In WS353

corpus, there are a total of 437 different words. We will calculate all the

similarities between these words, and the similarities of 353 pairs of words in

WS353 are selected to be compared with results given by human judgments.

Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient is employed as the criteria. We

first calculate the similarities between words in WS353 using the first 10, 000

documents (1st Set) in Wikipedia1. A Spearman rank-order correlation will

be obtained by comparing the results and the similarities given by human.

The second 10, 000 documents (2nd Set) in Wikipedia are selected to calcu-

late the similarities of words in WS353. With the new similarities obtained,

the incremental learning algorithm is applied to update the old similarity

data. The weight w in (7.3) is set to be 0.5. We also learned the word sim-

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database_download
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Table 7.1: The results of computing word similarity using the adaption
model.

1st set 2nd set 1st+2nd set Incremental SU
Correlation 0.340 0.349 0.384 0.395 0.419
Time for TF-IDF (s) 323.3 347.4 662.9 0 0
Time for Compare(s) 1.6 1.5 3.0 0.004 1.3

ilarities on the combination of the first and the second document sets. The

self-upgrading algorithm is also applied on the updated similarity matrix.

The results are shown in Table 7.1.

From the table, one can see that similar results were obtained on the

first and second document sets. The system performance will have a 3%

improvement if we learn the similarities using the combination of the two

sets. The result obtained by the incremental learning method is 1% better

than that obtained on the combination set. With the Self-upgrading method,

the system performance will have another 2% improvement.

The time consuming of all the methods is also shown in Table 7.1. We

can find that about 300 seconds are consumed by learning associations on the

first and second subsets. For the combination of the two subsets, the time for

computing TF-IDF and similarities almost equals to the summation of the

times used by the separated data sets. If one applies the incremental learning

method, no additional time is needed to re-calculate the TF-IDF. It costs

0.004 second to compute the similarity because only some matrix summation

is needed. Another 1.3 seconds are consumed by the self-upgrading method.

It is worth noting that we run five iterations for the SU method. The 1.3

seconds is the summation of the time used by these five iterations. The

best result is obtained at the second iteration. The method of calculating

distances between vectors of the association matrix is euclidean.
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7.3.1.1 Self-upgrading in word similarity calculation

To demonstrate the efficient of the self-upgrading algorithm, we conduct

two more experiments of calculating word similarities. Here we employ the

Lin method and JCn method proposed in [53] and [54], which compute the

similarities between words using WordNet [52]. A tool written in JAVA

language was employed to implement the two methods2 . The data set WS353

is used to evaluate the algorithms. We calculate the similarities of all the

word pairs in the data set to obtain an association matrix. Then the Self-

Upgrading method is applied to this matrix. The word similarities in the new

matrix are taken to compare with those int the WS353 collection. We applied

two methods of calculating distances between row vectors of a association

matrix: cosine similarity and euclidean distance. Given two vectors a and b,

the cosine distance between them is calculated using (5.10). The euclidean

distance is defined as

f(a, b) =
√

(a− b)(a− b)′ (7.17)

The results are shown in Table 7.2. From the table, we can see that the Lin

method with SU could obtain a 2% improvement than the original method.

The JCn method with SU achieved a 8% improvement, which proved the

efficiency of the method. Figure 7.2 shows the system performance of the

SU method with different distance calculation metric. From the figure, we

can see that Lin method with euclidean Self-Upgrading and JCn method

with cosine self-upgrading could improve the system performance. Both of

these methods achieved best performance at the second iteration. At the first

2Pure Java WordNet Similarity Library at http://nlp.shef.ac.uk/result/software.html
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Table 7.2: Word relatedness.

Method Lin JCn
Correlation 0.33 0.30
Correlation with Self-Upgrading 0.35 0.38

iteration, the weight of similarity obtained by the SU method is very low,

and the effect is not obvious. After the second iteration, the performance

starts decreasing as the weight becomes very high, and it forbids the original

information stored in the association matrix. As shown in Figures 7.2a and

7.2d, these two methods didn’t obtain better performance than the method

without SU, which indicates that the information added by SU is not helpful

for the task. One can also find that all the four methods will converge after

several iterations. The euclidean SU method converges faster than the cosine

SU method.

7.3.2 Link recommendation in a social network

Digital Bibliography Project (DBLP) is a bibliography of computer science.

The information like titles, authors, published year, etc. of numerous papers

is stored in DBLP. The co-authorship in the data set is taken as the links

between authors and studied in this experiment. We obtained all the papers

published in the journals with name containing “IEEE” between 1998 and

2003. The co-authorship in these papers is the ground truth of our exper-

iment. We select the papers published in years 1999 and 2000 as our first

training set. Papers in 2001 and 2002 are the second training set. A to-

tal of about 370, 000 authors are obtained. We randomly selected five small

groups of authors to test our algorithm. Each group contains 300 authors.

Two authors are connected if they are co-authors of a paper. The common
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(a) Lin method with cosine self-upgrading.
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(b) Lin method with euclidean self-upgrading.
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(c) Jcn method with cosine self-upgrading.
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(d) Jcn method with euclidean self-upgrading.

Figure 7.2: System performance of Lin and JCn methods with different iter-
ation numbers.
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Table 7.3: Definitions of TP , FP , FN and TN .

Actual Co-Authors

Predicted Co-Authors TP FP
FN TN

neighbors [46] method is used to calculate the association between authors.

Our task is to predict the co-authorship in the whole data set using the two

training sets. Precision, recall, and F1 are used to evaluate our algorithm.

The definitions of TP , FP , FN , and TN are shown in Table 7.3. We first ob-

tain two association matrices on the two trainings sets, and then apply the

incremental learning method to generate a new association matrix. If the

value of aij is bigger than zero, we will predict that there is a link between

the authors i and j.

The results are shown in Table 7.4. One can see that the incremental

method was able to generate better results than learning on single training

sets. However, the results are worse than those obtained by training on both

data sets, which proved the deduction in Section 7.2.2. After applying SU

method, the F1 score was increased, which means some hidden information

has been detected. By looking deeper at the results, one can find that the

Recall value increased while the Precision value decreased. This can be ex-

plained that some true links are found by the SU methods, while some false

links are also predicted at the same time. For example, a famous professor

may co-author many papers with a lot of different people. Then all people

in this set have a common co-author, and the cosine similarity between their

vectors will not be zero. In our method, they are predicted as co-authors.

However, they may just know each other, and never write papers together.

The results are useful for recommending friends in a social network.
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Table 7.4: The results of co-author prediction.

Group Criteria 1st 2nd 1st+2nd Incremental SU

1
Precision 0.247 0.440 0.583 0.577 0.567
Recall 0.170 0.321 0.498 0.459 0.495
F1 0.190 0.357 0.527 0.497 0.518

2
Precision 0.220 0.643 0.817 0.813 0.808
Recall 0.179 0.559 0.764 0.727 0.770
F1 0.189 0.583 0.779 0.752 0.781

3
Precision 0.280 0.387 0.607 0.600 0.594
Recall 0.226 0.339 0.562 0.540 0.553
F1 0.239 0.355 0.576 0.558 0.567

4
Precision 0.243 0.465 0.641 0.628 0.603
Recall 0.176 0.352 0.563 0.515 0.550
F1 0.190 0.386 0.589 0.551 0.563

5
Precision 0.283 0.300 0.553 0.537 0.530
Recall 0.202 0.234 0.493 0.431 0.477
F1 0.223 0.254 0.512 0.464 0.493

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, an incremental learning algorithm for data association has

been proposed to save the re-training time on a growing data set. A self-

upgrading method has been presented to dig the hidden information in an

association matrix. Experiments on word similarity estimation and link pre-

diction in social network proved the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Time consuming is a problem of the SU method. We have to compute

N(N − 1)/2 times to obtain the distances of each pair of points. If N is a

large number, the SU method may even consume more time and space than

learning on the combined data set. A more efficient algorithm is needed in

the future study.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Imbalanced pattern classification

The thesis has investigated technologies of data analysis for emotional sen-

tence identification. The problem has been formulated as an imbalanced

pattern classification problem in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 as there are much

more neutral sentences than the emotional sentences in an article. A LDA

based classifier has been proposed and a SIMPLS based classifier has been

employed to solve the imbalanced pattern classification problem. The exper-

imental results on the UIUC children’ corpus showed that better accuracy

of emotional sentences could be obtained using the algorithms without los-

ing accuracy of neutral sentences. The unweighted accuracy could achieve

about 66% on the corpus with quite simple features like special punctuations,

number of subjective words, etc.

A system that fuses multiple classifiers has been constructed to improve

the performance of emotion identification in Chapter 4. The final prediction

of a new sample is set to be the weighted summation of the scores obtained

by different classifiers. Experimental results demonstrated that the fusion

system was bale to obtain better F1 value than those obtained by single clas-

sifiers. The experimental results also showed that simply appending features
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may even make system performance worse for some classifiers. Classifier

fusion or feature extraction technologies may solve this problem.

8.2 Data association

The association between words, bigrams and sentences have been employed

to calculate the emotion score in a sentence in Chapter 5 using a mutual re-

inforcement learning algorithm. The sentences with higher emotional scores

are taken as emotional sentences. Experimental results showed that the

method was able to detect emotional sentences using the associations. The

bigram-term association was proved to be not important for the emotional

sentence identification, which inspired us to explore deeper associations be-

tween them. Considering the association between terms, sentences, and clus-

ters, the proposed method has been applied on document summarization

tasks in Chapter 6. The experimental results demonstrated the efficiency of

the method.

Incremental learning for data association has been discussed in Chapter 7

because the data association should be updated with the growth of a data set.

A self-upgrading method has been presented to dig the hidden information in

an association matrix. The method has been evaluated using word similarity

calculation and link prediction in a social network. The experimental results

showed that the self-upgrading method could generate competitive results

with re-training the model while using less time.
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8.3 Limitations and future work

We have explored the techniques of data analysis for emotion identification

in text. Limitations of our work are discussed and the research topics are

recommended for further investigation.

(i) The work in this thesis focuses on the classifiers and algorithms for

emotional sentences identification, while the features extracted from

an article have not been studied amply, which are very important to

achieve a good system performance. More useful features will be dis-

covered in the future work.

(ii) The proposed classifiers for imbalanced classification are all linear clas-

sifiers. They cannot solve problems like XOR problem in neural net-

work [82]. The system performance of these classifiers will decrease if

there are few testing samples because the distribution of testing samples

are different from the distribution of training samples. In the future,

more research is necessary to make the classifiers be more robust to the

distribution of the data sets.

(iii) the method proposed in Chapter 5 employs data association to calcu-

late emotional scores of sentences using a mutual reinforcement learn-

ing method. It is difficult to add new features to this method as it

will consume much more time to calculate associations between new

elements and existing elements. New methods more extensible should

be investigated while they should keep the efficiency.

(iv) The proposed incremental learning method of data association is quite

general that can be applied for most of the data association measure-
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ments. In this case, the properties of the method are difficult to analyze

mathematically. More work is needed to be done to prove the efficiency

of the method on specific data association models.
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